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HELPFUL REMINDERS:

• Shabbat Hagadol derasha is customarily given this Shabbat.
• Kiddush Levana
7 Days after Molad: 8 Nisan/Motzei Shabbat Mar. 20

Last Opportunity to Say Kiddush Levana Until: 13 Nisan, Thurs. Night Mar. 25, all night

• Clock is moved forward on Friday, March 26 at 2 am
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Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 7:08 PM • next week - 8:12 pm

* Note: Clock is moved forward on Friday, March 26 at 2 am
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DEAR TORAH TIDBITS FAMILY
Rabbi Avi Berman
Executive Director,
OU Israel
Throughout the past year I
found myself going to the OU Israel website
and looking at the schedule of the endless
Shiurim and special programs taking
place online. I enjoyed doing this for two
reasons. First, it was nice to see the many
faces of our regular participants that I was
unfortunately not able to see in person
as well as so many new faces. Second,
it gave me Nachat to see the number of
participants joining our virtual Shiurim
from all over Israel (and often all over
the world). While each Jew is a world in
its own right, there is something beautiful
about seeing so many Jews learning Torah
together. When comparing the number
of virtual participants to those entering
the OU Israel Center pre-Covid for the
same shiurim, in most cases the online
participants were at least double and
sometimes even tenfold.
While the OU Israel Center was closed
to the public, per Ministry of Health
Guidelines, our offices were open when
allowed, and it was a very strange feeling

The entire OU Israel family wishes
Rabbi Avi Berman a refuah shleimah.
We are davening for your speedy
and full recovery, be'ezrat Hashem.
רפואה שלמה
4
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to walk through the building on Keren
Hayesod 22 and see its classrooms which
are usually full of Torah and activities
sitting empty this past year.
Meeting with the leadership of OU
Israel and the OU Israel Center team the
past couple of months, we spend endless
hours trying to take a piece of cake and yet
leave it whole. It was critically important
for us to open the building and resume the
essential Torah atmosphere we are all used
to having at the OU Israel Center. But, on
the flipside we did not want to lose out on
the thousands of individuals that started
listening to OU Israel Center Shiurim online
this past year after they became so much
more accessible.
Myself and the rest of the OU Israel
Center team really appreciate all of the
feedback you have shared with us during
the challenging past year. So many of you
shared how much you are enjoying shiurim
that you were not exposed to previously,
often because you do not live close enough
to our building. Many of you expressed that
while you come to the OU Israel Center for
shiurim, you are tremendously grateful for
the added benefit of being part of a community of friends that attend the same shiurim
with you week after week, something which
is often lacking with virtual programming.
We spent many hours planning and
working with the programming, facilities,
and IT teams to ensure that we open the

building in accordance with the Ministry
of Health Tav Yarok guidelines and that
we can stream the shiurim to our website
simultaneously. When I walked into the
building this past Sunday morning and saw
the blue and white balloons welcoming the
in-person L’Ayla Brachfeld Women’s Rosh
Chodesh Nisan Seminar participants, it
felt like a much needed breath of fresh air.
When I opened the door and walked in,
the security guard asked me to present my
green passport and ID to prove it was me.
I entered the Wolinetz Beit Midrash
to see approximately 40 women sitting
(with social distancing) and listening to
Rabbi Ezra Friedman’s Shiur about how to
Kasher the kitchen for Pesach. I then went
up to my office on the second floor, turned
on my computer, logged onto the event
on Zoom and saw another 100+ women
joining from their homes. I felt like we
were indeed successful in eating our cake
yet still keeping it whole.
Rabbi Eza Freidman who was teaching
these women how to Kasher their homes
for Pesach worked tirelessly over the
past number of weeks, together with our
dedicated Art Director Yael Hauftmann and
many others, in order to produce the OU
Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for
Kashrut Education Pesach Guide which you
will find in this week’s Torah Tidbits. The
work of the Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center
for Kashrut Education is expanding daily.
Given the fact that Gus A”H was such a dear
friend of mine, it gives me endless nachat to
know that a topic which was so dear to him
- Jews around the world keeping Kosher - is
a focus of OU Israel today, especially for the
English speaking population.

Rabbi Avi Berman celebrating the reopening
of the OU Israel Center this past week.
This past year, Rabbi Ezra Friedman
has answered over 4,500 questions on
our Kashrut hotline (050-200-4432 or
efriedman@ouisrael.org). He publishes a
weekly Torah Tidbits article, gives a weekly
shiur about Kashrut, and more. In addition
to this Pesach Guide, he is working on a
Shemita Guide and Yeshiva & Seminary
Guide which we aim to publish over the
summer. Kashrut is a complex issue, and
we are proud and honored to be serving
the English-speaking community in Israel
on this important matter.
As always, I would greatly appreciate
your feedback and ideas (aberman@
ouisrael.org).

Avi
Executive Director, OU Israel
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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KI
TEITZEI
VAYIKRA
ALIYA-BY-ALIYA
SEDRA SUMMARY
Rabbi Reuven
Tradburks
Director of
RCA Israel Region
The theme of the parsha is sacrifices.
Different offerings will be required in a
variety of circumstances later in the book
of Vayikra. This parsha outlines the rules
of those offerings, so that when they come
up later, their procedure will be familiar.
The parsha outlines the procedures for:
Olah, a fully burned offering, Shlamim, an
offering consumed by the cohanim and by
the owner, and a Chatat, a sin offering. In
the course of those, the mincha, the flour
offering is also described.
1st aliya (Vayikra 1:1-13) And He
called to Moshe, and G-d spoke
to him. When a person brings an
Olah, it may be brought from cattle or

kerenmalki.org
02-567-0602
6

Keren Malki empowers
families of children
with special needs in
Israel to choose home
care. Donations are
tax-approved in Israel,
US and UK.
Honoring the memory of
Malka Chana Roth הי”ד
1985-2001, killed in the
Sbarro bombing.
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sheep. If from cattle, the procedure is: the
owner places his hands on the animal, it is
slaughtered before G-d, the blood is
sprinkled about the altar, the fats are
burned and the entire offering is burned.
If either sheep or goat, the same is done:
slaughter in the same place, sprinkle
blood, offer fats, and completely burned.
The first words of the parsha baffle the
commentaries. No English teacher would
allow a student to start a book “And He
called to Moshe.” Who is the he? Nothing
has happened in the book yet that we can
refer the he to. Why begin with “And”?
The Torah is referring back to the previous
story. And continuing it. At the end of
Shemot the Mishkan was completed. The
thick cloud descended, indicating G-d’s
presence. Moshe could not enter the area
of the Mishkan due to the cloud. G-d now
beckons Moshe to enter, to teach the laws
of offerings.
This interaction frames the book of
Vayikra. In Shemot, G-d descended to us.
He commanded the Mishkan, as a place to
meet with us. He descended and filled the
place. And now? Our turn. He approached
us. Now. We approach Him. In Shemot
the Jewish people were passive, drawn to
Him. Ordered to make a meeting place
for G-d to meet us. Now, in Vayikra, the
Jewish people are the active ones. So the
book begins as a continuation of the last,
only now that He has approached us, we
approach Him. And that is the meaning of
sacrifices; man approaching G-d.
2nd aliya (1:14-2:5) If the Olah is
from birds, the procedure is
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and emotions. Success brings satisfaction;
failure, disappointment. At times, we feel
desperate, beaten down by challenges
and uncertainty. Threats of war or of
illness make us feel frantic. Sin amplifies
our vulnerability, bringing a deep sense
of worthlessness. At other times we
feel exuberant, blessed, fortunate. That
the sun has shone upon us. Gratitude,
appreciation; hearts full.
The precarious nature of life in the ancient
world amplified all these feelings – of both
the anxiety of life and its unexpected and
the joys of the bounty of success. And while
our world has changed dramatically in
how we live, the inner life of man remains
much the same. We may be anxious over
different things, but anxious we are. And
joyful appreciation leaps the generations.
An Olah is a voluntary offering that
is completely burned. It could be an
expression of profound appreciation; that
it is not my hands that have wrought my
success, but that I as a Jew am charged
with living hand in hand with G-d. My
success demands an expression to G-d, as
does my desperation. I give my life wholly
to Him – both my success and my despair.
This complete resignation is expressed in
voluntarily offering an olah – an offering
completely burned. As if to say, I am in
Your hands.
4th aliya (3:1-17) The Shlamim
offering may be brought from
cattle. It’s procedure is: the owner places his hands on the head, the cohanim take the blood after slaughter and
sprinkle on the altar, the fats are burned.
8
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If it is brought from sheep, the same procedure is followed. Or if brought from
goats. An eternal law is that no blood or
fats may be eaten.
The Shlamim is eaten by the owner
in Yerushalayim. As such, it would be
brought, also voluntarily, in a mood of
celebration. Perhaps for success. Perhaps
for personal blessings of family. Or for the
feeling of joy and satisfaction at how rich a
lot in life our Torah and our G-d grants us.
5th aliya (4:1-26) When a nefesh
sins: if the Cohen sins in his official capacity, he brings a Sin
offering of a bull. Its procedure is: the cohen places his hands on the head, the cohen sprinkles the blood toward the curtain
of the Holy of Holies and on the incense
altar. The fats are burned. The bull is
burned outside of the holy area, where
other ashes are deposited. If the entire
people err in committing a sin, a bull is
brought as a sin offering. Its procedure
follows that of the Cohen: the elders rest
their hands on the head of the animal, the
cohanim sprinkle the blood in front of the
Holy of Holies and on the incense altar. It’s
fats are burned and the bull is burned outside of the holy area as was the Cohen’s sin
offering. When the Ruler inadvertently

The OU Israel family extends
its condolences to

Mitch Aeder and family

Chairman of the OU Board of Directors

on the passing of his mother

Mrs. Wilma Aeder ע"ה
המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך שאר אבלי ציון וירושלים

commits a sin, he brings a goat. He places
his hands on its head, the cohanim place
the blood on the altar corners, its fats are
burned.
This aliya describes 3 sin offerings brought
by leaders: the Cohen, the Sanhedrin
when it makes a ruling that all the people
follow and that they realize was in error,
and the King. True leaders must recognize
their roles; they serve the people and they
serve G-d. Papal infallibility is not a Jewish
notion; here we assume that the Cohen
(the religious leader), the Sanhedrin, (the
judiciary) and the King, the political leader
will all sin. And admit their sins.
6th aliya (4:27-5:10) If a person
sins inadvertently, he brings a
goat as a sin offering. He places
his hands on the head, the blood is placed
on the corners of the altar, the fats are
burned. He may bring a sheep; the
procedure is similar. An Asham sin
offering is brought for: withholding
testimony resulting in an oath taken
unnecessarily, unknowingly violating the
laws after becoming impure, taking an
oath unnecessarily. A confession is made.
The offering may be brought from sheep
or goats. If the owner cannot afford
these, then he may bring 2 birds, one an
olah and one a sin offering.
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The sin offerings are brought for
inadvertent sins. Sin stains the relationship
between man and G-d. But not all sins are
granted the privilege of an offering to grant
atonement. Sinning with gusto demands
remorse and a change of attitude; sacrifice
does not suffice.
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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7th aliya (5:11-25) And if he
cannot afford these, then he
may bring a flour offering,
though without oil or frankincense, as this
is a sin offering, an Asham. A finger full is
brought on the altar; the cohanim consume
the rest. If a person uses sanctified
property, he needs to bring a ram to atone
as an Asham. And to compensate the holy
fund with a 1/5 additional penalty. If a
person is unsure of a sin, he needs to
bring a ram to atone as an Asham. If a
person denies a financial obligation and
swears falsely, he must make restitution
with an additional 1/5 and to bring a ram
to atone.
These offerings are required to be brought
to the Mishkan and later, to the Temple in
Jerusalem. The experience of the grandeur
of those places would generate humility.
Healthy humility, knowing our place as
both majestic beings and meek in His
presence is generated by the experience
of sacrifice in the holy place.

HAFTORAH FOR VAYIKRA
YESHAYAHU 43:21- 44:23
This week’s parsha focuses exclusively

Thank you Rabbi Sprecher

Nice to read your
Wise Torah Words
in last week’s Tidbits
Avraham and Sora Donovan
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on the sacrifices brought in the Mishkan.
Related to this theme, this week’s haftorah
starts with a rebuke to the people of Israel
for abandoning the service in the Beit
Hamikdash.
The message which is conveyed from the
prophet Yeshayahu are words of rebuke
related to the Israelites turning away from
dedicating their lives to God and turning to
idolatry instead. The Almighty calls to his
people to do teshuva and He promises that
their transgressions will be forgiven.
Yeshayahu exhorts the people by
mentioning to them that serving idols is
merely serving an object crafted by an
artisan and has no power - “neither see nor
hear nor do they know…”
The conclusion of the haftorah states God’s
overwhelming desire that His beloved
people remember Him and return to Him.

STATS
24th of 54 sedras; 1st of 10 in Vayikra
Written on 215 lines in a Torah, rank: 19
21 Parshiot; 13 open, 8 closed
111 p'sukim - rank: 26 (2nd in Vayikra)
Same number of p'sukim as Eikev
1673 words - rank: 20 (1st in Vayikra)
6222 letters - rank: 20 (1st in Vayikra)
The sedra is of average length, but its p'sukim are
longer than average for the Torah.

MITZVOT
16 mitzvot; 11 positive, 5 prohibitions
The book of Vayikra has the largest number of mitzvot
among the five Chumashim - 247, 40% of Taryag. On
the other hand, Vayikra is the shortest Book by far - in
number of columns and lines in a Sefer Torah, number
of p'sukim, words, and letters. This makes the mitzvah
stats even more impressive.
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Courtesy and
Confidentiality
“

There is no such thing as privacy anymore.”
“There are no secrets anymore.”
These are two complaints that are heard
frequently nowadays.
We live in a world of cell phones and
e-mails, blogs, Facebook and Twitter. We
have no privacy, for almost anyone can
reach us wherever we are, whatever we
happen to be doing, at all times of the day.
And we can have no secrets, because
anyone who knows anything about us can
spread it to the entire world in a matter of
seconds.
How often have I sat down for a moment
of private time, for study or contemplation,
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CLARA CHAYA
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who devoted her life to helping those in need
On her 11th yahrzeit י"א ניסן
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or just to “chill out”, only to have the silence
disrupted by some total stranger who managed to obtain my cell phone number?
How many dozens of e-mails and blogs
fill up the space of my inbox with communications that, at best, are of no interest to
me and often are offensive and obnoxious?
We once felt entitled to privacy and courtesy, but they no longer seem achievable.
Often, we write a confidential note to
a trusted friend, sharing a message that
we would rather others not know, only to
discover that the note is now circulating in
cyberspace, accessible to literally everyone. Sometimes, it is the friend’s betrayal
that has made our secret public. Often, it is
simply misjudgment or carelessness on his
part. But more frequently, it is an unwanted
error, a mistaken pressing of “send” instead
of “delete.”
We once expected confidentiality and
discretion, but they too no longer seem
possible.
Our contemporary society has lost
what once was among its primary values.
“A man’s home is his castle” once meant
that decent citizens respected the “fences”
around another individual’s personal
space and would not casually trespass
those boundaries.
The value of trusting in the discretion of
another, once a cornerstone of human interaction, is now in danger of being relegated,
along with other once cherished values, to

the oblivion of “old-fashionedness.”
The right to privacy and the ability
to assume confidentiality are universal
human values. It is important to know that
they are primary Jewish values as well.
Sources for these values in our tradition
include this week’s Torah portion, Parshat
Vayikra.
This might come as a surprise to you,
dear reader, because you know that this
week’s portion is the introduction to
Leviticus, the biblical book which focuses
upon sacrifices and Temple ritual. This
week’s portion especially seems limited to
the comprehensive and complex details of
sacrificial offerings. Where is there even a
hint of these contemporary concerns, courtesy and confidentiality?
The first two verses in the first chapter of Vayikra say it all, albeit between the
lines:
“The Lord called to Moses and spoke
to him from the Tent of Meeting, saying:
‘Speak to the Israelite people and say to
them...’”
The rabbis of the Talmud saw in these
simple and direct phrases two subtle
messages.
First of all, the Lord called to Moses first
and then spoke to him. He didn’t surprise
Moses. He didn’t intrude on Moses’ privacy
and autonomy. First, He called to him. He
knocked on Moses door, as it were, ringing
the bell first, asking to be invited in. No
unwanted intrusion, even from the Lord
Almighty, to his favorite prophet!
This observation is made by the rabbis
in the Talmudic tractate of Yoma. In a less
well-known Talmudic source, the tractate
of Derech Eretz, the rabbis find that the
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Almighty’s courteous concern for the privacy of his lowly creatures did not begin
with Moses. It goes back to the way He
treated the very first man, Adam. Genesis
chapter three, verse nine: “The Lord God
called to Adam and said to him: ‘Where
are you?’” Here too, even when the Lord
wishes to rebuke Adam, He first “calls to
him”, signaling the uncomfortable conversation which is about to ensue.
God respects Adam’s privacy, and He
doesn’t just “barge in” on Moses. Surely a
lesson in human values.
The rabbis on the same page in the tractate of Yoma find another message in the
deceptively simple opening verses of our
parsha. “...saying: ‘Speak to the people and
say to them...’” From the redundancy here,
“say,” and “speak,” and “say,” the rabbis
derive the lesson that when someone tells
you something, you are forbidden to share
it with another unless you are given explicit
permission to do so.
Moses was not permitted to re-tell even
the divine message that he heard until God
Himself told him that it was okay to “say it
over”.
The medieval Rabbi Moses of Coucy
actually enumerates this admonition for
utter confidentiality as one of the prohibitions comprising the 613 commandments
of the Torah.
As I have reflected upon these specific
teachings over the years of my personal

The Perfect Pre-Pesach Health Bar!
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nutritious.
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Special Offer-10 bars for 60shek.
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parsha study, I have come away with several conclusions:
Firstly, there is much that is implicit in
the Torah; much that lies beneath the surface. The long and complicated ritual laws
that confront us as we read this week’s
parsha are contained in a context that
teaches us more than the surface lessons.
Our rabbis of old were particularly expert
at digging out these unexpected but precious nuggets.
Secondly, these nuggets are often of
astounding relevance for our contemporary condition. What can be more relevant
than a reminder about the values of courtesy and confidentiality?
Finally, these lessons are not merely
abstract teachings or bits of wisdom for us
to ruminate upon as we relax in our armchairs. Rather, they are calls to arms. They
are challenges.
It is difficult indeed to combat the value
system that is foisted upon us by the technology which pervades the world in which we
now live. Very difficult. But very necessary.
If we lazily submit to the pernicious
influence of modern convenience, we risk
the ultimate loss of our very humanity.
A culture devoid of courtesy can turn
into a culture of callousness and cruelty.
A world where one cannot trust his
confidante is a world where authentic
friendship is impossible.
Troubling thoughts? Yes, indeed. But
they are thoughts which we ignore at our
own peril.
How fortunate are we that these
thoughts are available to us, subtly embedded in the opening verses of this week’s
Torah portion!
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The Sins
of a Leader

A

s we have discussed so many times
already this year, leaders make
mistakes. That is inevitable. So,
strikingly, our parsha of Vayikra implies.
The real issue is leaders respond to their
mistakes.
The point is made by the Torah in a very
subtle way. Our parsha deals with sin offerings to be brought when people have made
mistakes. The technical term for this is sheggagah, meaning inadvertent wrongdoing
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(Lev. 4:1-35). You did something, not knowing
it was forbidden, either because you forgot
or did not know the law, or because you
were unaware of certain facts. You may, for
instance, have carried something in a public
place on Shabbat, perhaps because you did
not know it was forbidden to carry, or you
forgot what was in your pocket, or because
you forgot it was Shabbat.
The Torah prescribes different sin offerings depending on who made the mistake.
It enumerates four categories. First is the
High Priest, second is “the whole community” (understood to mean the Great
Sanhedrin, the Supreme Court), a third is
“the leader” (Nasi), and the fourth is an
ordinary individual.
In three of the four cases, the law is
introduced by the word im, “if” – if such
a person commits a sin. In the case of the
leader, however, the law is prefaced by the
word asher, “when” (Lev. 4:22). It is possible that a High Priest, the Supreme Court
or an individual may err. But in the case
of a leader, it is probable or even certain.
Leaders make mistakes. It is unavoidable,
the occupational hazard of their role.
Talking about the sin of a Nasi, the Torah
uses the word “when,” not “if.”
Nasi is the generic word for a leader: a

ruler, king, judge, elder or prince. Usually
it refers to the holder of political power. In
Mishnaic times, the Nasi, the most famous
of whom were leaders from the family
of Hillel, had a quasi-governmental role
as representative of the Jewish people
to the Roman government. Rabbi Moses
Sofer (Bratislava, 1762-1839) in one of his
responsa1 examines the question of why,
when positions of Torah leadership are
never dynastic (never passed from father
to son), the role of Nasi was an exception.
Often this role did pass from father to son.
The answer he gives, and it is historically
insightful, is that with the decline of monarchy in the Second Temple period and
thereafter, the Nasi took on many of the
responsibilities of a king. His role, internally and externally, was as much political
and diplomatic as religious. That in general
is what is meant by the word Nasi.
Why does the Torah consider this type
of leadership particularly prone to error?
The commentators offer three possible
explanations. R. Ovadiah Sforno (to Lev.
4:21–22) cites the phrase “But Yeshurun
waxed fat, and kicked” (Deut. 32:15). Those
who have advantages over others, whether
of wealth or power, can lose their moral
sense. Rabbeinu Bachya agrees, suggesting
that rulers tend to become arrogant and
haughty. Implicit in these comments – it is
in fact a major theme of Tanach as a whole
– is the idea later stated by Lord Acton in
the aphorism, “Power tends to corrupt, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely.”2
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R. Elie Munk, citing the Zohar, offers
a second explanation. The High Priest
and the Sanhedrin were in constant contact with that which was holy. They lived
in a world of ideals. The king or political
ruler, by contrast, was involved in secular
affairs: war and peace, the administration
of government, and international relations.
They were more likely to sin because their
day-to-day concerns were not religious but
pragmatic.3
R. Meir Simcha ha-Cohen of Dvinsk4
points out that a King was especially vulnerable to being led astray by popular
sentiment. Neither a Priest nor a Judge
in the Sanhedrin were answerable to the
people. The King, however, relied on popular support. Without that he could be
deposed. But this is laden with risk. Doing
what the people want is not always doing
what God wants. That, R. Meir Simcha
argues, is what led David to order a census
(2 Sam. 24), and Zedekiah to ignore the
advice of Jeremiah and rebel against the
written by Lord Acton in 1887. See Martin H.
Manser, and Rosalind Fergusson, The Facts
on File Dictionary of Proverbs, New York:
Facts on File, 2002, 225.
3 Elie Munk, The Call of the Torah, Vayikra,
New York, Mesorah Publications, 1992, 33.
4 Meshech Chochmah to Lev. 4:21-22.
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King of Babylon (2 Chr. 36). Thus, for a
whole series of reasons, a political leader is
more exposed to temptation and error than
a Priest or Judge.
There are further reasons.5 One is that
politics is an arena of conflict. It deals in
matters – specifically wealth and power –
that are in the short-term, zero-sum games.
‘The more I have, the less you have. Seeking
to maximise the benefits to myself or my
group, I come into conflict with others who
seek to maximise benefits to themselves or
their group.’ The politics of free societies is
always conflict-ridden. The only societies
where there is no conflict are tyrannical or
totalitarian ones in which dissenting voices
are suppressed – and Judaism is a standing
protest against tyranny. So in a free society, whatever course a politician takes will
please some and anger others. From this,
there is no escape.
Politics involves difficult judgements. A
leader must balance competing claims and
will sometimes get it wrong. One example
– one of the most fateful in Jewish history –
occurred after the death of King Solomon.
People came to his son and successor,
Rehoboam, complaining that Solomon had
imposed unsustainable burdens on the
population, particularly during the building of the Temple. Led by Jeroboam, they
asked the new King to reduce the burden.
Rehoboam asked his father’s counsellors
for advice. They told him to concede to the
people’s demand. Serve them, they said,
5 This, needless to say, is not the plain
sense of the text. The sins for which leaders
brought an offering were spiritual offences,
not errors of political judgment.
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It was disastrous advice, and the result
camped in the Sinai desert oppowas tragic. The kingdom split in two, the
site the mountain. Moshe asten northern tribes following Jeroboam,
cended the mountain. G-d told him: tell
leaving only the southern tribes, generithe people. If you will listen to Me, keep My
cally known as “Judah,” loyal to the king.
For Israel as a people in its own land, it was
the beginning of the end. Always a small
people surrounded by large and powerful
empires, it needed unity, high morale and a
strong sense of destiny to survive. Divided,
it was only a matter of time before both
nations, Israel in the north, Judah in the
south, fell to other powers.
The reason leaders – as opposed to
Judges and Priests – cannot avoid making
mistakes is that there is no textbook that
infallibly teaches you how to lead. Priests
and Judges follow laws. For leadership
there are no laws because every situation
is unique. As Isaiah Berlin put it in his
essay, ‘Political Judgement,’6 in the realm
of political action, there are few laws and
what is needed instead is skill in reading a
situation. Successful statesmen “grasp the
unique combination of characteristics that
constitute this particular situation – this
and no other.” Berlin compares this to the
gift possessed by great novelists like Tolstoy
and Proust.7 Applying inflexible rules to
6 Isaiah Berlin, The Sense of Reality, Chatto
and Windus, 1996, 40-53.
7 Incidentally, this answers the point made
by political philosopher Michael Walzer in
his book on the politics of the Bible, In God’s
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a constantly shifting political landscape
destroys societies. Communism was like
that. In free societies, people change, culture changes, the world beyond a nation’s
borders does not stand still. So a politician
will find that what worked a decade or a
century ago does not work now. In politics
it is easy to get it wrong, hard to get it right.
There is one more reason why leadership is so challenging. It is alluded to by the
Mishnaic Sage, R. Nechemiah, commenting
on the verse, “My son, if you have put up
security for your neighbour, if you have
struck your hand in pledge for another”
(Prov. 6:1):
So long as a man is an associate [i.e. concerned only with personal piety], he need
not be concerned with the community and
is not punished on account of it. But once a
man has been placed at the head and has
donned the cloak of office, he may not say: ‘I
have to look after my welfare, I am not concerned with the community.’ Instead, the
whole burden of communal affairs rests
on him. If he sees a man doing violence
to his fellow, or committing a transgression, and does not seek to prevent him, he
is punished on account of him… you are
responsible for him. You have entered the

gladiatorial arena, and he who enters the
arena is either conquered or conquers.8
A private individual is responsible only
for their own sins. A leader is held responsible for the sins of the people they lead:
at least those they might have prevented.9 With power comes responsibility:
the greater the power, the greater the
responsibility.
There are no universal rules, there is no
failsafe textbook, for leadership. Every situation is different and each age brings its
own challenges. A ruler, in the best interests of their people, may sometimes have
to take decisions that a conscientious individual would shrink from doing in private
life. They may have to decide to wage a war,
knowing that some will die. They may have
to levy taxes, knowing that this will leave
some impoverished. Only after the event

Shadow. He is undeniably right to point out
that political theory, so significant in ancient
Greece, is almost completely absent from the
Hebrew Bible. I would argue, and so surely
would Isaiah Berlin, that there is a reason
for this. In politics there are few general
laws, and the Hebrew Bible is interested
in laws. But when it comes to politics – to
Israel’s Kings for example – it does not give
laws but instead tells stories.

Tree Pruning Tall and Large
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8 Exodus Rabbah, 27:9.
9 “Whoever can prevent the members of
his household from sinning and does not, is
seized for the sins of his household. If he can
prevent his fellow citizens and does not, he is
seized for the sins of his fellow citizens. If he
can prevent the whole world from sinning,
and does not, he is seized for the sins of the
whole world” (Shabbat 54b).

will the leader know whether the decision
was justified, and it may depend on factors
beyond their control.
The Jewish approach to leadership is
thus an unusual combination of realism
and idealism – realism in its acknowledgement that leaders inevitably make mistakes,
idealism in its constant subordination of
politics to ethics, power to responsibility,
pragmatism to the demands of conscience.
What matters is not that leaders never
get it wrong – that is inevitable, given the
nature of leadership – but that they are
always exposed to prophetic critique and
that they constantly study Torah to remind
themselves of transcendent standards and
ultimate aims. The most important thing
from a Torah perspective is that a leader is
sufficiently honest to admit their mistakes.
Hence the significance of the sin offering.
Rabban Yochanan ben Zakkai summed
it up with a brilliant double-entendre on
the word asher, meaning “when” in the
phrase “when a leader sins.” He relates it to
the word ashrei, “happy,” and says: Happy
is the generation whose leader is willing to
bring a sin offering for their mistakes.10
Leadership demands two kinds of
courage: the strength to take a risk, and
the humility to admit when a risk fails.
Covenant and Conversation 5781 is kindly
supported by the Maurice Wohl Charitable
Foundation in memory of Maurice and
Vivienne Wohl z”l.
These weekly teachings from Rabbi Sacks
zt"l are part of the ‘Covenant & Conversation’
series on the weekly Torah reading. Read
more on www.rabbisacks.org.
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here are times – actually many times
– that, when reviewing the weekly
haftarah in preparation of these
articles, I pause in amazement at the magnificence of the prophecies, or the poetic
language or the perception of the spiritual
giants and, at the same time, recognize
the brilliance of our ancient scholars who
established the custom of reading the
haftarah each Shabbat. Whether due to
their Ru’ach HaKodesh, Divine inspiration,
or their uncanny perception of what the
future might bring, these weekly selections
have helped familiarize the average Jew
with the words of the nevi’im. And, when
we look back over the centuries and recognize how Torah study has varied in its focus
from one generation to another, from one
community to another, we appreciate even
more how important these haftarot are to
the “shul Jew,” one who attends the tefillot
services regularly.
But there is a pitfall. Chazal could establish
only a relatively short selection of the words
of the nevi’im for the haftarah reading. As
a result, we don’t always get the full impact
of the navi’s words and, at times, can fail to
understand what message Hashem’s agent
was trying to share to the nation. I believe
that is what often happens especially when
studying this week’s haftarah.
The prophetic selection for this parasha
of Vayikra, connects clearly to the Torah
22
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reading as it too discusses the sacrificial
rite commanded by Hashem. And yet,
we tend to focus upon those psukim that
censure Israel for her for her improper
worship of Hashem, or, more precisely, for
her complete failure to offer the sacrifices
regularly. And yet, that condemnation
occupies but three verses (Sefer Yishayahu
43; 22-24) of the entire reading – less than
10% of the haftarah!! Why must we leave
our Shabbat tefillah with the feeling that
the navi has, once again, condemned Israel
as he has so often in past haftarot, when, in
fact, that is completely untrue??!!
Had we read the previous prakim, we would
realize that these chapters bear messages
of comfort. This section of the sefer begins
with perek 40 – a chapter that opens
with the words: “Nachamu, Nachamu,
Ami” – a cry to the nevi’im to comfort the
nation – which is why it is read on Shabbat
Nachamu, when we open the post-Tish’a
B’Av time of consolation. And this 43rd
perek that we read this week is also one of
comfort - not condemnation! As we peruse
the text we come to realize that Yishayahu’s
message is that ALTHOUGH the nation has
not been perfectly observant, ALTHOUGH
they had not observed the sacrificial rite
regularly, NONETHELESS, Hashem will
forgive them. Indeed, the very next pasuk
after the three verses of “condemnation” is
one that we recite every Yom Kippur when

we urge G-d to forgive us: “Anochi, Anochi,
Hu mocheh f’sho’eche,” “It is I Who will
erase your transgressions”…”V’chatotecha
lo Ezkor,” “And will not recall your sins.”
So I urge you to read this selection –
read it well – and see how the entire
44th chapter carries on with that theme,
condemning the idolatry of the OTHER
nations and the uselessness of their
worship of the false gods. Hashem’s
reassurance of His forgiveness of Israel’s
sins and his guarantee of the future geulah
attests to the actual theme underlying
Yishayahu’s words, a theme of comfort
and of consolation, NOT of criticism and
condemnation.
How fitting is this haftarah’s message to
this parasha that introduces the laws of
korbanot. As important as the sacrificial
rite is, as vital as it might be to creating
a bond between the mortal and the
Immortal, the physical and the Spiritual,
it is not essential for the survival of our
nation. The importance of teaching this
truth to a nation that would see its spiritual
centers destroyed three times (two Batei
Mikdash and the Mishkan) is inestimable.
We need only look to our past history to
look at the proof of Yishayahu’s words.

Meir
Golan
www.golan-realestate.net

Old Katamon: Charming 4-room apartment,Meir Golan
architecturally renovated, Sukkah balcony, green
Old
Katamon
: 4-room apartment in a small and quiet street, 101
open
view, 3,090,000nis
sqm,
renovated,
very bright
andapartment,
airy, master bedroom,
Old
Katamon:
4-room
101m, Safe room
(mamad),
sukkahmaster
balcony,bedroom,
view, elevator,
NIS
renovated,
Safe3,400,000
room, sukkah
balcony, view, elevator, 3,400,000nis
Old
Katamon
: 4-room apartment, 90 sqm, well split, bright, airy,
Kiryat
Shmuel:
4-room apartment, 95m,
sukkah
balcony
facing arare
magnificent
panoramic
3 exp. Shabbat
sukkah
balcony,
panoramic
view, view,
Shabbat
elevator, parking, 3,290,000 NIS
elevator, private parking, 3,290,000nis
Rechavia:
5-room
apartment,
135m, balconies,
Old
Katamon
: Spacious
3-room apartment
in a very quiet street, 7
4
exposures,
elevator,
small
and
quiet building
sqm, sukkah balcony facing a green and pastoral view, 3 exp. Shabbat
4,950,000nis
elevator, private parking, storeroom, 2,690,000 NIS
Rasko: various new apartments 2/3/4/5 rooms
in new Tama 38 project, high specifications,
parking, elevator
Baka: 3-room apartment, completely renovated,
elevator, parking, balcony to a nice green park,
1,850,000nis
Givat Mordechai: 3 & 4-room apartments,
renovated, bright, elevator, parking, warehouse
1,690,000/2,250,000nis

all diamond &
pearl jewelry

Still
open!

Ongoing
sale

Or we can read the final message of the
haftarah: “Let the heavens sing and the
foundations of earth break out in song….
for Hashem has redeemed Jacob and has
been glorified through Israel!!”
Rabbi Winkler's popular Jewish History
lectures can be viewed by visiting the OU
Israel Video archive: https://www.ouisrael.
org/video-library/

High Quality Jewelry • Gold • Diamonds • Pearls
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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RABBI SHALOM
ROSNER

Rav Kehilla, Nofei HaShemesh
Maggid Shiur, Daf Yomi, OU.org
Senior Ra"M, Kerem B'Yavneh

The Sensitivity
of Burning
Feathers
ואם מן העוף עולה קרבנו לה’ והקריב מן התורים או מן
 ומלק את, והקריבו הכהן אל המזבח.בני היונה את קרבנו
.ראשו והקטיר המזבחה וכו’ ושסע אותו בכנפיו לא יבדיל
)יד–טז:(ויקרא א
And if his offering to God is a burnt
offering of fowl, then he shall bring his
offering of doves or of young pigeons. And
the kohen shall bring it unto the altar, and
pinch off its head, and make it smoke on
the altar… and he shall split it open with its
wings intact. (Vayikra 1:14–16)
The Torah mentions different animals
that could be brought as a korban ola
(elevation offering): bulls, sheep, and two
types of birds – pigeons and doves.
The korban olah is entirely burned on
the altar – even its feathers. Rashi explains
that the burning of the feathers releases
a foul scent. If so, why not remove the
feathers before offering the bird? Rabbi
Yosef Soloveitchik (Masores HaRav)

MAZAL TOV TO

Hilary & Laurence Corney
and family on the birth of a
GRANDDAUGHTER
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explains that a bird would be offered by
a poor person who cannot afford a larger
animal. Imagine what the small bird would
look like after its feathers had been plucked
off! Then imagine how the poor person
would feel on seeing his small bird stripped
down, after seeing all the large animals
that others brought – it would exacerbate
his feelings of inferiority. Therefore, the
Torah says, leave the feathers on. Here is
the analysis of a halakhic detail that seems
minute and barely relevant to our lives, but
it teaches us to be sensitive and to think
about others.
Rav Soloveitchik then quotes a
statement in the Gemara (Brachos 17a)
by Chachmei Yavneh, who proclaimed
elegantly that they toiled at their labor of
study just as others toiled at their labor,
with each group fulfilling its role. And
they concluded: “Lest you say that only our
contribution is considered great, we have
learned (Menahos 110a): אחד המרבה ואחד
הממעיט ובלבד שיכוין לבו לשמים, ‘whether one
does much or little, as long as he directs his
heart to the heavens…’”
Quantity is not what HaKadosh Barukh

MAZAL TOV TO

Deena & Steve Sattler

and family on the Bar Mitzvah
of their grandson
AVIV SAVILLE

Hu is seeking. As we said regarding
korbanos, whether one brings a cow or a
bird, God truly desires the heart (Sanhedrin
106b), so leave the feathers on the bird so
that everybody will feel equal in the eyes
of Hashem.
Each person has his own, God-given
role. We do not choose our roles. Some
have major roles, and some have minor
roles, but the show is only a success if
all the players perform their parts successfully. Accomplishment is not what
sanctifies an individual – it is the faithfulness with which one engages in the
assignment. As the Rav states: “Man is not
judged by his accomplishments but by the
devotion and sacrifice through which he
pursues his mission.”
We must be sensitive to the less
fortunate and enable them to feel satisfied
with wholeheartedly offering their humble
sacrifice. This life lesson is learned from
not removing the feathers from the offered
bird. It applies to all of us, in particular,
during this time of year. It behooves us to
reach out to those that require assistance
so that they can enjoy a festive yom tov
with their families.

CHESED FUND

KIMCHA DEPISCHA - Annual Appeal
Please assist the unfortunate to
make a meaningful Seder.
Make checks (Israeli only) payable to
"The Chesed Fund"
and send to

ISRAEL CENTER CHESED FUND
att. Menachem Persoff
POB 37015 Jerusalem 91370
or contact us at 050-570-1067
to make a bank transfer.

For information on magnificent stand alone homes in
German Colony, Baka and Old Katamon.
Call today: Eta: 054-723-3863

Old Katamon
Fantastic garden apt for sale. 90 sqm plus 57 sqm
registered garden, storage & shared parking, high
ceilings, completely renovated. 4,400,000 NIS.
New project 4, 5, 6 rooms available. Underground
parking, shabbat elevator and storage. Starting
prices at 3,800,000 NIS- larger apts -6,000,000 NIS.
Luxurious finished penthouse 130 sqm, one floor,
parking, shabbat elevator. 100 sqm Sukka terrace.
6,000,000 NIS.

Baka
Charming, authentic Jerusalem stone garden apt for
sale: 225 sqm on two floors, plus 223 sqm registered
garden plus 2 parking spots. Call more info
100 sqm apartment in new project, 3 bedrooms, 2
full bathrooms, high ceilings, terrace (partial sukka)
shabbat elevator and parking. 4,250,000 NIS.
Duplex penthouse with elevator, two sukka terraces.
160 sqm brand new. Fantastic deal. 4,800,000 NIS!!!

Downtown
Saidoff Tower: 200 sqm - one floor, 5 bedrooms,
terrace. Underground parking 24/7 doorman, pool
& gym. Call for more info. Rental option available.

Talbiya
JERUSALEM THEATRON PROJECT - APTS FROM
140 SQM - 300 SQM. CALL FOR MORE INFO
Beautiful apartment in Talbiya, 150 sqm, one floor.
High end finishes, underground parking.
Shabbat elevator, Sukkah terrace. 7,900,000 NIS.

German Colony
100 sqm apt in a new project ready in 2 years. 50
sqm registered garden, parking. 4,500,000 NIS.
160 sqm on one floor, 2nd floor in small luxury
building. Large sukka terrace. Parking, shabbat
elevator, views, lots of light. 8,500,000 NIS.
New luxury project. 3 & 4 room apartments, storage
underground
parking, starting at 3,000,000 NIS.
054-723-3863
Eta Morris Realty, Ltd.
etamorrisrealestate@gmail.com
Tel: 054-723-3863 · etamorrisrealty.co.il

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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RABBI JUDAH
OU-NCSY
MISCHEL Mashpiah,
Executive Director, Camp HASC
Dedicated L'Iluy Nishmas HaChaver
Shlomo Michael ben Meir z'l

Fortunate
Are We!

R

ebbe Pinchas of Koretz, zy’a, was
a contemporary and friend of
the Baal Shem Tov, known for his
righteous ways and uncompromising
commitment to emes. The talmidim of
Reb Pinchas learned their teacher’s way
of direct and open honesty. It is said that
those who followed the path of Koretz did
not speak unless they were certain that
what they were saying was absolutely true.
Two of the great talmidim of Reb Pinchas,
who later became Rebbes in their own
right, were Rebbe Aryeh Leib, the “Zeide
of Shpole”, and Rebbe Refael of Barshad.
One Leil Shabbos, while surrounded
by his chasidim, the Shpoler Zeide seemed
troubled and heaved a heavy sigh: “I’m
afraid that I lit candles too late today. I may
have been mechalel Shabbos — Oy, I think

Save a Life - Gain yours

1 of 78,525

EFRAT

www.efrat.org.il 02-5454500
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I’ve inadvertently desecrated the holiness
of Shabbos!” Anguished, he covered his
face with his hands and sunk down, deep
in thought.
One by one, the chasidim attempted to
strengthen their Rebbe, each one with his
own way of trying to justify and explain
the situation: “It can’t be, no wrongdoing
can befall a tzaddik!” “Rebbe, there must
have been some confusion about the time.”
“Hashem watches over the righteous.”
After numerous expressions of chizuk and
comfort, the Shpoler Zeide’s old friend Reb
Refael of Barshad spoke up: “Even the mere
possibility of unintended chillul Shabbos
is extremely severe and must be taken to
heart! B’vadai, certainly, it is incumbent
upon the Rebbe to do teshuvah!”
The chasidim present gasped in horror.
While they were accustomed to openness
and honesty, and were aware the two were
friends, addressing the Rebbe in such a way
was unprecedented, even outrageous. All
eyes were fixed nervously on the Shpoler
Zeidy waiting for his reaction.
Raising his head, the Rebbe’s teary eyes
lit up and a smile spread across his face.
Turning to the chasidim, he spoke words
of rebuke: “Had I been swayed by your
empty reassurances, who knows? I might
have lived the rest of my life without doing
teshuvah for this! Reb Refael, I owe you my
life!”

Exclusives!
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Israel
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leaders, or focusing solely on the brilliance,
spiritual accomplishments and lofty levels
of avodah achieved by the gedolei yisrael,
without recognizing their struggles,
mistakes and failures along the way.
Recognizing that our leaders are imperfect
and that we have no expectation otherwise
can be a great source of strength. Learning
how giants of spirit and righteous people
handle setbacks and missteps is far more
constructive than misplaced adulation and
a false expectation of perfection.
As Rav Hutner explains in a powerful
letter to a talmid who was struggling, the
true measure of greatness is growing and
learning from our failures. “The tzaddik
may fall seven times, and rises” (Mishlei,
24:16) This does not mean that one achieves
‘greatness’ from rising after a fall; the
experience of stumbling itself is the source
of his spiritual efforts and achievements.
Instead of sweeping failures under the rug
and pretending they didn’t happen, a great
leader — and we, as well — can value our
failures as spiritual springboards.
As Pesach approaches, we are focused
on cleaning chametz from our homes. To
search out our dwelling places for leaven
is also to examine our lives for crumbs

of the yeitzer hara. There are limits to
what one is expected to achieve in this
endeavor. The Sfas Emes (Bereishis, 1:1)
explains that inherent in God’s design is
man’s imperfection. Although we aspire to
greatness, what greatness actually means
requires some clarification. The Talmidei
haBaal Shem Tov drew an understanding
of our spiritual responsibility from the
mitzvah of bedikas chametz on Erev Pesach.
Halachically, we are obligated to search for
‘leaven’ עד מקום שידו מגעת והשער מבטל בליבו, “as
far as the hand can reach, and the rest is
the work of the heart (Pesachim, 8a). We
are to yearn in our heart for perfection, and
yet it is not upon us to complete the task.
Ashreinu, fortunate are we, that we,
Am Yisrael, have been given the Korban
Chatas, an opportunity to repair that
which we have broken and to draw close
to Hashem through honestly admitting
error and embracing our imperfection.
Like the Shpoler Zeide, may we keep the
company of friends, teachers and students
who will guide us and accompany us on
a path of honesty, spiritual development
and growth. And may we clean our homes
of chametz, and purify our hearts as well,
in preparation for our redemption this
Pesach.

To all of our devoted friends and donors who are
חג שמח
contributing MAOS CHITIM and are helping over 200 !בריא
וקיץ
poor and needy families enjoy the Holiday of Pesach Best wishes for a Chag Kasher V’sameach,
and a healthy spring and summer.
Send your contributions to the
Clara Hammer Chicken Fund
P.O.B.18602 Jerusalem 91185
(02)5810256
Donate via PayPal at Chickenladyofjerusalem.com
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Huge Magnificent Villa for sale בס"ד
Yerushalayim - Har Nof Built
350sqm on Half Dunam, three floors,
10 rooms, private entrances (suitable
as seperate apartments), centrally
located, quiet street, amazing
panoramic view private parkings,
big Sukkah gardens Nis 7,800,000
(See our Catalog on whatsapp)
AW Real-Estate & Investments
(972+) 052-9977704

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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OU Israel Presents:

Insights into the Hagada Shel Pesach
with HaRav Meir Goldwicht, shlita
Sunday, March 21, 8:00pm

This shiur is lovingly dedicated L’ilui
Nishmat Rabbi Hyman Arbesfeld, z’l,
HaRav Chaim ben Avraham z’l
on the occasion of his first yahrtzeit
Register here to reserve the
link for this special virtual shiur.
https://www.ouisrael.org/events/rav-goldwicht-haggadah/

OU ISRAEL CENTER

l 22 KEREN HAYESOD, YERUSHALAYIM l 02-560-9100

l WWW.OUISRAEL.ORG

OU Israel Presents:

The Majestic Hagada:

Instructions Included
TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 7:30 PM

A special Shiur with

Rabbi Dr. Sholom Gold,

Dean of OU Israel's Avrom Silver
Jerusalem College for Adults
Pre- Registration Required at:
https://www.ouisrael.org/events/
rabbi-gold-pesach/
OU ISRAEL CENTER
30

l 22 KEREN HAYESOD, YERUSHALAYIM l 02-560-9100
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l WWW.OUISRAEL.ORG

OU Israel is Honored to Present a

SHABBAT HAGADOL DRASHA
by

Rabbi Baruch Taub שליט"א

Topic: “HASEIBA : LEAN ON ME”
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 7:30PM
https://www.ouisrael.org/events/shabbat-hagadol/
Also to be simulcast live on Facebook Live:
https://www.facebook.com/OUIsrael/
Wishing all of Klal Yisrael

חג כשר ושמח
OU ISRAEL CENTER

l 22 KEREN HAYESOD, YERUSHALAYIM l 02-560-9100

l WWW.OUISRAEL.ORG
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OU Israel at

Online Shiurim & Programs in the

NEW!! Log in to all of our morning classes at www.ouisrael.org/classes (s
SUN, MAR 21

TUE, MAR 23

MON, MAR 22

9:00 AM

10:30 AM

9:00 AM

10:15 AM

Rav Soloveitchik on the
Parsha

Minchat Chinuch

Rabbi David Walk Tehillim
Rabbi Aharon Adler

The Giants Who Shaped Modern
Orthodoxy1

11:30 AM

Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz

Mishlei: Wisdom for Life (L’Ayla)

2:00 PM

Rabbi Aaron Goldscheider

11:45 AM

Rabbi Shmuel Herschler

Rabbi Shmuel
Goldin

4:30PM

2:00 PM

Rabbi Hillel Ruvell

Men’s Gemara Chabura S,T,TH
https://zoom.us/j/887981820

Chazal:
Insights Into Our Times
(L’Ayla)

Men’s Gemara B’Iyun S,M,W,Th
https://zoom.us/j/86466998217

https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/84924262250

Rabbi Jeffrey
Bienenfeld

Mrs. Sylvie Schatz

Rabbi Hillel Ruvell

Rav Meir Goldwicht

Parshat HaShavua

5:00 PM

4:30 PM

Insights into the Hagada
Shel Pesach

10:30 AM

Ethics, family and society in
the writings of Rav Hirsch, Rav
Kook & Rav Soloveitchik

Rabbi Jeffrey Bienenfeld

8:00PM
Special Event

Rabbi Yitzchak
Breitowitz

8:00PM
Special Event

From Slavery to
Freedom: Transition or
Transformation?

Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh
Weinreb

https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/85114829915

7:00PM
Special Event

The Majestic HagadaInstructions Included

Rabbi Sholom Gold

https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/89121730824

Archived recordings of shiurim: https://www.ouisrael.org/video-library/
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comfort of your Home

see sidebar for details)
WED, MAR 24
9:00 AM

Rabbi Shimshon Nadel
Halacha and Medina

10:15 AM

Rabbi Anthony
Manning Contemporary

THURS, MAR 25
2:00 PM

Rabbi Jeffrey Bienenfeld

4:30PM

Rabbi Hillel Ruvell

Issues in Halacha and
Hashkafa

4:30PM

חג
שמח

Rabbi Hillel Ruvell

MISSED A CLASS?

You can watch the
recording at www.
ouisrael.org/video-library

7:30PM
Special Event

Shabbat HaGadol Drasha:
Haseiba –
Learning to Lean

PLEASE NOTE:
Password for classes
is: ouisrael

Rabbi Baruch Taub

https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/83047082279

WATCH US ON
YOU TUBE

*L’AYLA CLASSES ARE
FOR WOMEN ONLY

To our beloved
OU Israel Center
class participants:
In an effort to improve
our record keeping and
oversight of all our
shiurim and programs,
we have now moved to a
new class log-in system.
In order to participate
in our morning Zoom
classes, you will be
required to first log in
to our OU Israel website
at www.ouisrael.org/
classes and register for
your class.
You will then
automatically receive the
Zoom link for that class
in.your email.
Please call Esther at
058-447-0451
or David at:
058-630-6073
(S-Th from 9-2)
with any questions.
Thanks for your
patience and
understanding!

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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ONE SMALL STREET-A CHOL HAMOED WALKING TOUR
WITH EITAN MORELL MONDAY, MARCH 29

(each group limited to first 20 registrants-all participants must possess
an official government approved tav yarok certificate)
OPTION 1, 8:30AM-10:00AM

OPTION 2, 10:30AM-12:00PM

s From Jurisprudence to the Tzadik’s Segulos
s From bird migration to legislation
s From destruction to redemption to resurrection

50 NIS

This quiet street in Yerushalayim covers it all.
On this tour we will explore Rothschild St. in Yerushalayim, a small street that is jammed
packed with significant sites. We will meet outdoors opposite Cinema City
Pre-registration required at: https://www.ouisrael.org/events/pesachtour2021
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Launch your cybersecurity
career with Tzomet's

T
S
IG
E

CYBERSECURITY
PROGRAM
בס"ד

R

CHOL HAMOED WALKING TOUR OF YEMIN MOSHE
JOIN OUR INTERACTIVE,
LIVE ONLINE, INTENSIVE 1-YEAR
CYBERSECURITY COURSE!
LEARN IN-DEPTH EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO GAIN
NTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION

WE PARTNER WITH

UPON COMPLETION

INTERNATIONAL
WITH TOURGUIDE RIVI FRANKEL
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31 OF COURSE, TZOMET
CYBERSECURITY
PROVIDES:

Two Morning Options (each group
limited
to first 20 registrants-all
COMPANIES
TO GIVE
ONE-ON-ONE CAREER
NETWORKINGparticipants must present
a tav yarok
certificate)
OUR STUDENTS
HANDSCONSULTATIONS
LINUX FUNDAMENTALS
SCRIPTING

ON EXPERIENCE
THROUGHOPTION
OFFICE- 2, 12:00PM
BASED AND REMOTE
INTERNSHIPS.
Expression- The Voice
of a Generation.

THREAT VECTORS
OPTION
1, 10:00AM - 12:00PM
MONITORING & HACKING

RESUME / CV

DEVELOPMENT
- 2:00PM
50 NIS
INTERVIEW WORKSHOP

TOOLS
JOB PLACEMENT
s Freedom
through
RISK MANAGEMENT
ASSISTANCE
s FromAND
Yirmiyahu
to Yehuda Amichai, Yemin Moshe has been the setting of Jewish
MORE!

writing for generations. We will explore one small neighborhood and it’s significance
in Jerusalem’s
past and present.
To apply, & for more information, contact our representative
Israel,
US, UK, & Europe:
s Stops include Ketef for
Ben
Hinom,
the Windmill, Mishkenot Shaananim, and the valley of
Mrs. D. Erlanger
DETzomet@gmail.com
+972-52-646-0298
Ben Hinom.
WWW.TZOMETCOUNSELING.COM
CAREERS
Pre-registration required at: www.ouisrael.org/events/yeminmoshe
Our graduates work with
international companies, including:

FRUM LEARNING ENVIRONMENT. IDEAL FOR STUDENTS WITH SIMULTANEOUS RESPONSIBILITIES

FAMILY/WORK/YESHIVA)
LOOKING
FOR A HIGH STANDARD,
FLEXIBLE CAREER
OPPORTUNITY.
OU ISRAEL(EG.
CENTER
l 22 KEREN HAYESOD,
YERUSHALAYIM
l 02-560-9100
l WWW.OUISRAEL.ORG
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PRE-PESACH SECTION

Practical Halachot for
Shabbat Erev Pesach

1

Thursday 12 Nisan, March 25
is Ta’anit B’chorot (Fast of the
Firstborn).

2

Thursday evening (eve
of 13 Nisan) is Bedikat
Chametz after Ma’ariv. The
procedure is the same as
every year: prior to the
bedika, the bracha of “al biur
chametz” is recited. After the
bedika any chametz that
one did not see/find –
“d’lo chaziteih” – is
nullified (bitul).

3

Friday
(13
N i s a n )
chametz should be burnt by the
deadline – 11:27 AM. We do not recite
“Kol Chamira” as any remaining
chametz is not nullified. The chametz
that one will eat for the remainder
of the day and on Shabbat should be
concealed.

4

Any Seder preparations that can
be done before Shabbat should
be done before Shabbat, for example:
roasting of the shankbone (z’roah)
cooking of the egg, preparation of salt
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water, checking of lettuce, and opening
the matzah boxes and preparing three
whole matzot.

5

Do not forget to light a
“yahrtzeit” candle before
Shabbat in order to have a fire to
use on Yom Tov, and to prepare an
extra set of candles to light for Yom
Tov.

6

Food preparation
for Shabbat: If you
are going to eat chametz
at your Shabbat meals do not
cook foods that are likely to stick to
pots, pans, etc. It is preferable for the
Shabbat meals to consist of Kosher for
Pesach food that is cooked in Kosher
for Pesach pots, pans, utensils, etc.

7

Making Hamotzi: It is preferable
to use rolls or pitot (less likely
to generate crumbs) and to eat them
in a confined area (there is also the
possibility of using “Matzah Ashira” –
aka “Egg Matzah”).

8

The custom is to daven Shacharit
early.

9

Final time for eating Chametz
on Shabbat: this year 10:10 AM
(end of the “fourth hour”) and after
finishing eating chametz shake out
your clothes and nullify any remaining
chametz. Any remaining crumbs may
be disposed of in the garbage or toilet
until 11:27 AM (end of the “fifth hour”).
If you have a significant amount of
chametz remaining you can pour soap
over it to make it unfit for consumption
or you may abandon it outside. Then
recite the nullification language “Kol
chamira”.

10

From the beginning of the
tenth hour of the day – 15:49
– one should refrain from having a
full meal on both Erev Shabbat and on
Erev Yom Tov.

11
•

•

Seudah Shleesheet on Shabbat
– there are three options:

If one’s custom is to eat Matzah
Ashira (generally Ashkenazim
do not eat Matzah Ashira on
Erev Pesach) one may eat
Matzah Ashira for Seudah
Shleesheet. Care should
obviously be taken to
complete the meal
before the tenth hour.

can have a Seudah Shleesheet
comprised of meat, fish or fruit,
etc.
•

Some take the approach of
splitting their Shabbat morning
meal into two parts. After eating
a portion of the meal, stop and
say Birkat Hamazon. Then after
a short break, wash and make
Hamotzi again and continue
the meal, again concluding with
Birkat Hamazon.

12

On Motzei Shabbat at 19:31
one can say “Baruch hamavdil
bein kodesh l’chol.” Thereafter, women
should say: ” “bein kodesh l’ Kodesh”
and can light Yom Tov candles
(include Shehechiyanu) and then the
preparations for the Seder can begin

13

The special YaK’N’HaZ
Kiddush is recited with
“Hamavdil bein kodesh l’kodesh”
and there is no bracha on, or use of
b’samim.
With thanks to Rabbi
Shai
Finkelstein
for these helpful
instructions.

One who refrains from
eating Matzah Ashira

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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FROM THE VIRTUAL DESK OF THE

OU VEBBE REBBE
RAV DANIEL MANN

Erev Pesach
that Falls on
Shabbat
Question: What do you suggest we do
on Erev Pesach this year, which is on
Shabbat, regarding when and what to
eat?
Answer: Among the valid solutions to
the challenges of Erev Pesach on Shabbat,
people must determine the most practical
solutions, according to the halachic
possibilities their rabbis present. One
practical assumption is that people will
use only Pesachdik and/or disposable
utensils, keeping any remaining chametz
separate. “Bread” is needed for the first
two meals and is preferred for seuda
shlishit (Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chayim
291:5), which should be held in the
afternoon (ibid. 2). Since the prohibition
to eat chametz begins four halachic hours
into the morning (consult a local calendar),
our standard Shabbat practice needs to be
changed. Let’s take a meal-by-meal look.

Friday night meal - Those who do not
want to keep chametz around can eat
matza according to most poskim. If one
has the minhag not to eat matza from the
beginning of Nisan, matza ashira (known
as “egg matza”) is an alternative.
Shabbat morning meal - If one finishes
eating chametz (not necessarily the
whole meal) by the end of the 4th hour,
accomplished by davening very early,
matters are halachically simple. (Getting
rid of crumbs or leftovers by the end of the
5th hour is solvable and beyond our present
scope.) Matza is desirable for situations
when it is hard or nerve-racking to deal
with chametz. However, Chazal forbade
eating matza on Erev Pesach, according to
most, from the beginning of the morning,
so that when we eat it at the seder, it will be
clear that it is for the mitzva (see Rambam,
Chametz U’matza 6:12). However, one may
eat matza that cannot be used for the mitzva
(Shulchan Aruch 471:2), primarily, matza
ashira, which is kneaded with liquids other
than water (see Pesachim 35a). If it contains
no water, most Rishonim rule that it cannot
become chametz, and one would seemingly
not need to rush.
Yet there are two issues. Firstly, as
Ashkenazim are stringent to treat matza
ashira as possible chametz, which is
permitted to eat on Pesach only in cases
of great need (Rama 462:4), the time issue
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The Orthodox Union - via its website - fields questions of all types in areas of kashrut,
Jewish law and values. Some of them are answered by Eretz Hemdah, the Institute for
Advanced Jewish Studies, Jerusalem, headed by Rav Yosef Carmel and Rav Moshe
Ehrenreich, founded by HaRav Shaul Yisraeli zt”l, to prepare rabbanim and dayanim to
serve the National Religious community in Israel and abroad. Ask the Rabbi is a joint
venture of the OU, Yerushalayim Network, Eretz Hemdah... and OU Israel’s Torah Tidbits.

reawakens. (Some poskim rely on the Noda
B’yehuda (I, OC 21) that it is sufficient to be
wary of matza ashira only after midday
of Erev Pesach.) Secondly, matza ashira
may have a status of pat haba’ah b’kisnin,
similar to cake, making it a questionable
substitute for challa. (Igrot Moshe OC
I:155 explains that this is not a problem
on Shabbat, but still seems to prefer challa
when convenient. To see Rav O. Yosef’s
preferred solution, see Yechaveh Da’at I,
91).
Seuda shlishit (=ss) - We mentioned
the two preferred opinions about how
normally to perform ss, which conflict
this Shabbat. One is to eat bread at ss. The
other is to have ss after midday, at which
time chametz and matza are forbidden,
and matza ashira is problematic for
Ashkenazim. The Rama (444:1) says that
we eat other foods, such as fruit or meat,
at this ss. The Mishna Berura (444:8)
cites a different solution, of breaking up
the morning meal into two, so that one
can fulfill ss on challa or matza ashira at
that time. He points out that there should
be some break between the two meals,
to avoid a problem of an unnecessary

beracha. However, he does not say how
long that should be. Opinions range from
a few minutes to half an hour, with some
suggesting taking a short walk in between
(see Piskei Teshuvot 444:6). One who is
not usually careful to have challa at ss
throughout the year need not consider
this idea. He can eat a normal ss for him
(no bread) in the afternoon, preferably
earlier than usual to leave a good
appetite for the seder. Even those who are
stringent about ss may follow the Rama
over the Mishna Berura’s suggestion,
which is somewhat counter-intuitive
and not without halachic problems.
Sephardim, who can use matza ashira,
must do so before three hours before
sunset (Shulchan Aruch, OC 471:2).
Eretz Hemdah has begun a participatory
Zoom class - "Behind the Scenes with the
Vebbe Rebbe" - an analytical look at the
sources, methodology, and considerations
behind our rulings, with Rav Daniel Mann.
Contact info@eretzhemdah.org to join.

Having a dispute?
For a Din Torah in English or
Hebrew contact ‘Eretz Hemdah
- Gazit’ Rabbinical Court: 077215-8-215 • fax: (02) 537-9626
beitdin@eretzhemdah.org
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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REBBETZIN SHIRA
SMILES Faculty, OU Israel Center

Pesach, Matzah,
Marror

T

he baal Haggadah quotes Rabban
Gamliel who would say, “Whoever
does not discuss the following three
things on Pesach night has not fulfilled his
obligation. They are: Pesach, Matzah, and
Marror.” What can these three fundamental ideas teach us as we prepare for Seder
night? Further, why does Rabban Gamliel
say pesach, matza and marror in this specific
order? Shouldn’t marror which represents
the bitterness of galut Mitzrayim be stated
first, as the difficulties and pain came first?
Rav Gedalyah Schorr in Ohr Gedalyahu
emphasizes that each of these symbols
embody aspects of emunah, an integral
component of the Seder experience. Pesach
represents the intense Divine Presence
that was revealed in Egypt the night of the
redemption. The Netziv explains that this
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revelation was so intense that it caused
the death of the Egyptian firstborns. Rav
Soloveitchik explains that on Seder night
we too experience this ‘gilui shechinah’ and
can access it to solidify our emunah each
year.
Rav Schorr describes matzah as the
response to Pesach. If Pesach expresses
an intense Divine revelation, matzah
expresses “running after the Shechinah”.
The Jewish people faithfully followed
Hashem to leave Mitzrayim; they did not
even have time to let their bread rise. He
notes that within each Jew there exists a
point of complete dedication to Hashem,
a part that is ready to do Hashem’s will
without asking questions. This point of
deep belief and connection is the matzah
within us. It is the part stripped of chametz/
ego that yearns for a spiritual path. Each
year, when eating the matzah, we can try
to access this part within ourselves and
recommit to a life being drawn to the
ephemeral and spiritual; a life more deeply

connected to our Source.
Marror is last in this list. Rav Schorr,
quoting the Sefat Emet, teaches that one can
only appreciate the marror, the challenges
in life, within the context of redemption.
Every hardship is for our ultimate good and
allows us to grow, becoming more refined
people. When going through difficulties,
we are challenged to find the good and
purpose. We are tasked with looking back
to see how we grew from our experiences
and how those adversities became part of
the redemptive process.
Rav Avraham Schorr in Halekach
Vehalebuv Haggadah notes a custom to kiss
the marror at this point demonstrating our
appreciation for the troubles we are given
as well as the grace. One of the lessons of
Seder night is to trust that Hashem continues
to take care of us through whatever means
He determines with our absolute best
interests considered. The night is about the
love Hashem always has for us on a macro
and micro level. Leil Haseder allows us to
see life from the vantage point of emunah,
giving life a whole different perspective
where Hashem’s overarching love sustains
and nurtures us.

Mazal Tov to

Shmuel & Rhonda Sackett
and family on the birth of a

GRANDSON

www.translationsandadvocacyforolimhadashim.com
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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SIMCHAT SHMUEL

BY RABBI SAM SHOR

Program Director, OU Israel Center

P

erhaps my earliest memory of our
family’s annual Pesach Sedarim, was
the daunting moment when I was
called upon to recite for the first time, the
Ma Nishtana, the segment of the Hagada
text commonly referred to as the “Four
Questions.” This year (More than 40 years
since my personal four questions debut), I
look forward to once again hearing those
very same words from my adorable six year
old daughter .
What exactly is the origin of the custom
for the youngest child who is capable to
recite this section of the Hagada? Might
there be a specific educational and pedagogic rationale for this long standing
tradition?
The Mishna in Pesachim (116 A), introduces the basic premise for our familiar
custom:
“Mozgo lo kos sheini,v’kaan haben shoel
Aviv.V’im ein daat b’ven, Aviv melamdo-‘ma
nishtana halaila hazeh, mikol haleilot...’ ulefi
daato shel ben, Aviv melamdo...”
“A second cup of wine is poured and the
child should then inquire of his father (the
reasons for the Seder ritual). If the child is
intellectually incapable to do this, the father is
bound to instruct him as follows: ‘What differentiates this night from all other nights...?’A
father should instruct the child in accordance with his capacity to understand...”
It seems from this teaching that upon
pouring the second of the four cups of
42
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wine, a child should ask regarding the
purpose of the many aspects of the Seder.
If the child is not intellectually capable to
ask those questions then his father should
demonstrate for him, meaning he should
recite the Ma Nishtana text to instruct his
child in the proper Seder protocol, and
should in general begin to cultivate the
curiosity of the child, and engage the child
in a manner that is consistent with his
capacity to understand.
Our Chazal explain this teaching
further:
Tanu Rabanan: Chacham beno, shoelu,
v’im eno chacham, ishto shoeloto. V’im
lav, hu shoel l’atzmo, v’afilu shnei talmidei
chachamim, sheyodiin b’hilchot haPesach
shoelin zeh lazeh...”
“The rabbis taught: One whose child is
intellectually capable, should be asked by
his child; if the child is not capable, the wife
should inquire, and if the wife is not capable,
he himself should ask those questions; and
even if two scholars who are well versed in
the laws of the Pesach should sit together at
the Pesach-meal, one should ask the other
the above questions...”
The Sages introduce a new wrinkle
to this entire teaching. Ideally we should
be asked by our children, but if no child
present is capable to ask, or if there is no
child present, then the adults should still
ask these questions of each other!
Perhaps, then there is an important

educational idea being introduced through
this teaching. Even if no child is present, we
as adults still must ask these questions, to
reiterate the value of verbalizing a question,
of articulating our intellectual curiosity.
One cannot truly grow intellectually if he/
she does not have the capacity to seek,
inquire and probe, to look for answers
and understanding. The mechanism of
the question is perhaps the most vital and
fundamental of pedagogical tools.
The Rambam also addresses this
Talmudic teaching in two entries in his
hilchot Chametz UMatza.
In Chapter 7 (the third entry):
“V’tzarich laasot shinui balayla hazeh,
kidei sherau habanim, veyishaalu,
v’yamru ‘Ma nishtana halayla hazeh mikol
haleilot’...”
“It is necessary to make changes on this
night (the many rituals which are unique
to the Seder evening), in order that the
children will notice these differences,
and ask saying: ‘What differentiates this
night from all other nights?’...”
In Chapter 8 (the second entry), we read
a slightly different scenario concerning
these four questions:
“...umozgin hakos hasheini, v’kaan
haben shoeil, v’omeir haKorei: ‘Ma
Nishtana halaila hazeh mikol halailot...”
“And you should pour the second cup
of wine, and here the child asks. And the
Reader (the one leading the Seder-RSS)
says: ‘What differentiates this night
from all other nights?’...”
In our first entry from Chapter 7, the
Rambam explains that all the symbolic
food and actions of the Seder are meant
to peak the child’s curiosity so that he

will notice and ask the familiar questions,
while in Chapter 8, seems to contradict
himself, suggesting that once the second
cup is poured, the children ask whatever
questions they wish, and then the person
leading the Seder states our familiar
questions.
This of course leaves us to ask, which
is it? Does the child ask or does the Leader
ask? How are we to understand this
apparent contradiction?
Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook zy’a
explained that really this entire section of
the Ma Nishtana, is meant for the Sheayno
Yodea LiShole- the child who does not
know how to ask, the child who does
not yet understand the value in asking
questions. For the other children they see
all that is going on in the ritual of the Seder,
in the symbolic foods, in the discussion,
and they are naturally inclined to ask, but
sometimes there is the child who does not
yet know how to formulate a question, so
as the hagada text tells us ‘at ptach lo...’ we
give him the script- begin the process for
him, teach him how to ask questions.
Perhaps though there is something
more profound in the words of the
Rambam, beyond Rav Kook’s suggested
interpretation. Perhaps, the Rambam is

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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teaching us in Chapter 7, make all these
changes on this night-create a laboratoryto encourage and cultivate our children’s
innate curiosity.
However, sometimes that innate
curiosity, if not properly channeled
can lead to inappropriate queries and
mischief. In Chapter 8, the Rambam
teaches us that sometimes we need to not
only encourage the precocious nature of
each and every child, but sometimes we
need to acknowledge and harness that
inquisitiveness by demonstrating how to
ask the right questions, how to properly
apply that curiosity for pursuit of timely
and appropriate knowledge.
Our Chazal introduce to us that the
goal of this evening is to encourage our
children to ask questions. The Sages of
the Talmud explain that even if no child
is present and the adults ask each other
these questions, the Seder serves an
incredible educational experience. Yes,
adults should teach children the intrinsic
value of asking questions; but on the Seder
night, even adults sitting together with no
children present become re-acquainted
with the most fundamental, yet powerful

tools for growth, the capacity to ask an
articulate question, to seek an answer to
that which seems strange, confusing, or
challenging...
Pesach is referred to as zman cheiruteinu,
the Festival of our Freedom. The cheirut
(freedom) which we commemorate each
and every Pesach is so much more than
freedom from the physical servitude
of ancient Egypt. Cheirut, true spiritual
freedom is the capacity to learn, probe
and grow, to cultivate the penchant for
knowledge and identity which is innate
within each of us. True cheirut, is the
capacity to seek the answers to life’s
challenges and questions, so that ultimately
each of us may become who we are
destined to be!
May those familiar questions which
we’ll recite and reply to in just a few days,
inspire within each of us the capacity
to continually thirst for answers, to
continually probe, to continually seek to
become exactly who each of us was meant
to be.
Wishing you a truly joyous Festival of
Freedom!!
Chag Kasher V’Sameach!

Bilu st. 2 - 110m, duplex, 8 stairs to get into building,
elevator to 1st floor, 3 bedrooms & 2 bathrooms on
bottom floor, kitchen, living room, dining room, library
and guest toilet on main floor, 20m Sukka terrace, Asking
price 4.9 M Shekels
For Sale – Old Katamon, Negba st., 1st floor,
Arab house, 4 rooms, (total about 160m), high standard
of renovation, Sukkah porch, 2 full bathrooms + guest
bathroom, central a/c, elevator, parking, small machsan,
asking 2,550,000 dollars
44
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- תפריט

Our Dishes

> Apartments for the elderly > Full purchase without deposit depreciation
> In your name in the registry > Occupancy within two years

Our Specials

star hotel • Excellent location in front of Danya Park • Lots of green surroundings • Quiet and pleasant environment
• Conditions of a
• Rich and luxurious specifications • Half olympic size pool • Movie and theater hall • Beauty salon and hairdresser • Classes and leisure activities
• Fitness center and gym • Organized trips • Health center and spa • Health clinic • 24/7 security • On the approved Purple Light Rail line.

Benefits

01
02
03
04
05
06

Mains

Minimum having to deal with the
property, no deposit and no wear

2-room apartment
Net 40 square meter area + balcony

A rich social life in a warm and quality community
Surrounding of services and support at the highest level

3-room apartment
Net 60 square meter area + balcony

A smart investment with a great return

4-room apartment
Net 80 square meter area + balcony

Attractive price Which will allow you to sell the apartment
in the future at a handsome profit

Half olympic size pool on the 17th floor overlooking
all of Jerusalem

4-room apartment
Net 100 square meter area + balcony

For investors - stable long-term tenants

Kids' Meals

All apartments come with a free
mini central air conditioner!

You have an inheritance left! An apartment whose value rises and not a deposit
that depreciates and disappears

Attractive prices starting from NIS 1,250,000

Sales Office:

02-5001177

אוליבה

21 Golomb St., Jerusalem | hod025001177@gmail.com | Search for Hod Danya on

השקעות ויזמות בע”מ

www.hoddenya.com
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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TORAH VEHA'ARETZ
RABBI MOSHE BLOOM
INSTITUTE BY
en.toraland.org.il

Canola Oil
and Lecithin
on Pesach
Question: I am Ashkenazi and avoid eating
kitniyot on Pesach. I would like to find out
if the prohibition against eating legumes
applies to canola oil. My understanding is
that this oil is produced from rapeseed (liftit).
Also: if canola oil is permitted, then would
it also be permitted to eat chocolate when
it says on the package “includes rapeseed”
(?)מכיל לפתית
Answer: Harav Yaakov Ariel, President
of Torah VeHa’aretz Institute, wrote a
detailed answer (Ohala Shel Torah, part
II, 67) regarding the liftit plant (Rapeseed),
from which lecithin is produced. He was
then chief rabbi of Ramat Gan, and was in
charge of the kashrut of the Elite Chocolate
Factory that remained in Ramat Gan until
2003.
Lecithin is produced from a plant called
Rapeseed, Brassica napus. Lecithin is
made from the small black particles in
the flowers; they are not edible, but used
only for feeding animals. Oil is produced
from liftit through a dry extraction process.
Lecithin has sticky qualities that are used
in the chocolate industry.
46
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According to Rav
Ariel, we can rule
leniently regarding lecithin on
Pesach due to the
following reasons:
Lecithin is not
for human consumption (only
animals); there
is no foodstuff at all on it and was never
included in the kitniyot decree because it
was unknown at the time.
Lecithin is created by dry extraction: no
water is involved in the process.
The lecithin is batel b’rovan, and we can be
meikel with bitul issur l’chatchila here.
However, Rav Ariel writes that there are
those who are machmir and therefore,
products with lecithin should be labelled
“Kosher LePesach for those who eat liftit/
lecithin”; the Rabbanut HaRashit instructs
this as well.
Note that Rav Yehuda Amichai, head of the
Halacha Department of Torah VeHa’aretz
Institute, wrote that in fact, it is best to be
machmir regarding lecithin.
Lema’ase: Ashkenazim are allowed to
consume canola oil and chocolate which
contain lecithin, on the condition that they
are labelled “Kosher for Passover.”

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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OU KASHRUT
RABBI EZRA FRIEDMAN
PAGE BY
Director, The Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center
for Kashrut Education

The Hag’alah
Procedure
(continued)

H

ag’alah, kashering with hot water, can be done at home in a
few simple steps. Nevertheless,
it is imperative to ensure the safety of everyone involved, as well as children who
may be at home. When working with large
quantities of boiling water, precautions
are essential!
The “Hag’alah Pot”
A large pot should be used. There is a difference between kashering non-kosher flavor
and kashering for Pesach regarding the pot
being used for hag’alah. When kashering
non-kosher flavor (or a mix up between
milk and meat) it is customary to take a kosher eino ben yomo pot (which wasn’t used
twenty-four hours before kashering) for
the process of boiling water (see Rema OC
452:2). However, for Pesach, if a chametz
pot (e.g. year round) is used, it is customary to kasher it before using it for hag’alah
(Shulchan Aruch Harav 452:22, Mishna Berura 452:10). If one wishes to use a Pesach
pot as the kashering pot, it is customary to
kasher it afterwards in order to use it subse48
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quently on Pesach (Sha’ar Hatziyun 452:15).
Boiling water
Pure water should be used for hag’alah.
The water should come to a boil and remain
so throughout the kashering process. If
after numerous immersions the water has
stopped boiling, one should wait for it to reboil before continuing. If the water was not
boiling when the utensils were immersed,
the kashering must be repeated (Mishna
Berura 452:8). In a case where hag’alah was
done in water that had stopped boiling, the
process must be repeated.
The utensils
Utensils must be clean and dry before
hag’alah. In order to facilitate immersing
cutlery and other small items in the boiling
water, a metal strainer basket may be used.
One should take care that the utensils are
not piled densely in the basket, since that
might prevent the water from reaching all
surfaces. If utensils are too long or too wide
to fit into the hag’alah pot, kashering may
be done in stages (see Tur YD 121).
Hag’alah procedure
Once the water has boiled, one should
submerge the utensil so that its entire
surface comes in contact with the water.
When performing hag’alah on a cup or
small pot, one should take care that the

The OU Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for Kashrut Education was created to raise awareness
and educate the public in all areas of Kashrut in Israel. Rabbi Ezra Friedman, a Rabbinic Field
Representative for the OU is the Center's director.

water completely fills it.

In summary:

Utensils should not be left in the boiling
water too long, so as not reabsorb the
flavor. While poskim offer various time
limits (see Pitchei Halacha, appendix 29), it
is common practice to leave the utensil in
the water for only 3-4 seconds. (See Sha’ar
Hatziyun 452:4.) There is no concern if the
utensils stay slightly longer in the boiling
water (see Taz 452:2 and Levush 452:2). After removing the utensil, it is customary to
immediately rinse or immerse it in cold water (Shulchan Aruch 452:7). Since rinsing in
cold water is only a custom, if this was not
done, it does not invalidate the kashering
(Mishna Berura 452:34).

•

Hag’alah at home requires extra emphasis on safety precautions.

•

The hag’alah pot should be an eino ben
yomo (not used for 24 hours).

•

For Pesach it is customary that the
hag’alah pot be kashered before use
(if it’s a chametz pot), and afterwards
if it will be used for Pesach.

•

The water should maintain a continuous boil. Breaks should be taken to
allow the water to re-boil if necessary.

•

The utensils being kashered need to
come in complete contact with the
boiling water, including their inner
surfaces.

•

The utensils should be removed from
the boiling water after a short immersion of a few seconds. It is customary to
then rinse or immerse them in cold water to prevent re-absorption of flavors.

•

Large pots can be kashered in stages.
An alternative is to fill them with water to maximum capacity, causing the
boiling water to overflow and come in
contact with the whole pot.

Kashering a large pot
When kashering a large pot, the same procedure applies. An even larger hag’alah pot
is needed so that the pot being kashered
can fit inside. In most homes, it is hard to
find such a large pot. Alternatively, one may
completely fill the pot being kashered and
allow the boiling water to overflow over the
sides. This method is valid for hag’alah (see
Shulchan Aruch 452:6). The same process
can be done to the “hag’alah pot” used to
kasher utensils, in order to subsequently
use it for Pesach.
For further questions on kashering or Pesach-related issues, contact the hotline.

Kashrut Questions in Israel?
Call or Whatsapp Rabbi Friedman at
050-200-4432
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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Polishing
the Soul

J

ewish law requires a person who accidentally committed a sin to bring a
sin-offering.

Truthfully, this is a puzzling law. Why
should a person who unintentionally erred
and stumbled be required to bring a sacrifice?
...“If a soul will sin unintentionally from
among all the commandants…” (Vayikra
4:2). The Torah is unambiguous. In such a
case the individual must bring a ‘guilt offering’ (asham). Why should an inadvertent
transgression not be granted automatic
forgiveness from God?
The Ramban offers a penetrating answer:
“All sins result in a stigma on the soul, and
they are a blemish on it” (Ramban, 4:2). In
other words, the Ramban is positing that
we conceptualize the consequence of sin
from two vantage points. In a case when
one sins accidentally, it can be argued
that although God automatically forgives
because it was done inadvertently, a second
element of sin is still present. Namely, it’s
effect on the person. Even a misdeed done
accidentally has a detrimental impact on
the personality of the sinner.
50
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Based on the perspective stated above,
the Ramban explains why the verse (4:2)
which deals with the sin-offering attributes
the sin to the soul - “If a soul will sin.” Was
not the act of sin performed by the person
as a whole? His answer is that the Torah is
highlighting the contaminating effect that
sin has on the inner life of man.
Even when a sin is done accidentally a
person is obliged to purify the pollution
that has sullied the soul. An act of inner
repair and reconciliation is needed. This is
the purpose of the Korban.
This explanation of the Ramban is apparently the basis for an exquisite teaching of
Rabbi Soloveitchik’s zt”l regarding a foundational idea in Jewish repentance.
In Al HaTeshuva, a collection of Rav Soloveitchik’s “teshuva drashot,” he addresses the
difference between two central terms we
employ when speaking of forgiveness: kapparah and tahara.
“For on this day He shall provide atonement for you to purify you; from all your
sins before Hashem shall you be purified”
(Vayikra 16:30).
When a Jew follows the required steps for
repentance, kapparah is given - atonement
is granted. For example, Yom Kippur day
when the karbanot are offered, kapparah
is granted. Punishment is lifted. However,

tahara, mending our own broken spirit and
our relationship with God takes more effort.
Every sin we commit, suggested the Rav,
has two results: the punishment that the
Torah said would befall us and, in addition,
its effect on our personality and the general rift that is caused in our relationship
with God. On the one hand our sin incurs
a punishment from heaven but there is
a detachment from God and a negative
impact that we have caused on our lives.
The Rav attempted to put into words the
sensation of tahara by utilizing a lyrical
verse from the book of Yeshayahu which
describes the elevated feeling it engenders.
“I have erased your sins as a haze and your
transgressions as a vanished cloud; return
to me for I have redeemed you.” This verse
describes the cathartic and purifying emotion that saturates one who has travelled
the full distance in their repentance: “The
erasure of sin resembles the dissipation and
disappearance of the cloud which obscures
the shining sun. When a man achieves
repentance of purification (tahara), all the
clouds above disperse and he feels the pure
rays of the sun shining upon him and his
entire being is permeated with: “For I have
redeemed you.” (‘On Repentance’, Peli, p.66)
How does one strengthen their inner
resolve to successfully refrain from committing transgression? A traditional

approach suggests that we remind ourselves that heavenly court keeps tabs on
our transgressions. On the day of reckoning
every Jew will ultimately stand in judgement before the Creator. “Reflect on three
things and you will avoid transgression...
you will give an account and reckoning…”
(Pirkei Avot 3:1)
For some, picturing this scene in one’s
mind eye, is an effective tool in curtailing
sinful conduct.
However, for others, perhaps such an
approach is too hypothetical and difficult
to assimilate.
When addressing the issue of refraining from transgression perhaps Rabbi
Soloveitchik’s teaching may serve us well.
Realizing the ill effects that sin has on our
psyche; the painful repercussions that we
feel immediately and the melancholy sin
engenders may help convince us to stay
clear of such ruiness conduct. Moreover,
we all undoubtedly prefer a path that
generates joy and light in our lives. Do we
not all yearn to feel the joyful sensation
described by the prophet Yeshayahu of
“clouds dispersing and the pure rays of
sun shining upon us?”

NACHI REALTY 054-461-3943

Penthouse in new building in Arnona/Talpiot

- 132m + 43m mirpeset - 3.99m nis - Lobby,
2 parking spaces, storage room & Shabbat
elevator

Bustan Baka - 3 rooms, 75m, 2 full bathrooms,

1 floor up with Shabbat elevator, private parking
& storage room. Move in shape. 2.75m nis

For Rent in the German Colony - 4.5 room
garden
apartment,
good
condition,
40m garden, quiet, parking, storage. 8700nis

OU ISRAEL CENTER
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The Small Silent Voice

O

that we should all merit to hear
that small silent voice of Hashem
calling to us as it did to Moshe at the
opening of this week’s Parsha!
Rashi tells us that when Hashem summoned
Moshe from the Ohel Moed, the calling was
a language of affection – hardly surprising
when we consider Moshe’s great virtues.
However, we will have noticed that the
letter Aleph of the Hebrew term Vaykira is
reduced in size.
The small Aleph might mean that Hashem
spoke intimately with Moshe as one
friend would talk to another, for Hashem
spoke to Moshe but not to Aharon. Indeed,
Gur Aryeh comments that Hashem called
Moshe’s name twice, softly, in a manner
of endearment that only Moshe could
hear.

The call would stir Moshe’s consciousness
as he waited with anticipation for God’s
instructions now that the Mishkan was
completed. The verse continues that
Hashem spoke to Moshe, saying… And
then, Moshe is commanded to speak to
Bnei Yisrael concerning the offerings they
would willingly bring to Hashem.
Thus, there appears to be a very drawnout communication process within two
52
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verses, with four expressions of saying,
speaking, and addressing. Why so?
It appears that Hashem was about to
introduce very delicate commands
associated with the sacrifices. The term
Korban implies that the primary purpose
of the offerings was to draw people closer
to Hashem. However, only recently, the
people had erred with the Golden Calf.
Furthermore, as the Haftarah reminds us,
in later years, “You [did not] satisfy Me with
the fat of your offerings – but you burdened
me with your sins.”
So, Hashem approaches Moshe very
mildly; He is gradually warming Moshe to
the subject. It is as if Hashem tells Moshe
to tread carefully, as only a father might
caution his son. Moshe needed to consider
very studiously that he was about to issue
very delicate commands in Hashem’s
name, which were fine and fraught with
serious consequences.
Perhaps the little Aleph was declarative: It
indicated to Moshe that he, too, needed to
convey the intricate laws of the sacrifices
with a small, silent, and endearing voice.
Moshe would have to step very tenderly to
raise the people to a new level, just as the
smoke of the sacrifices would now gently
rise and present themselves as a pleasant
odor to Hashem.
Shabbat Shalom!

בס״ד

Need Storage ?

MAXI BoX
The place for extra space

Beit-Shemesh

Jerusalem

Modiin

053-7272-815
www.premiummoving.co.il
Like us on facebook
moving-”הובלות אייל

“premium

Exclusive

Rare! In Rehavia (Ben Maimon)

a magical and sought-after street, an apartment in a modern building of a
high standard, with everything you could dream of! Also a Shabbat elevator,
a large and spacious southern sukkah balcony, a safe room, both parking
and a storage room. The apartment is 94 sq.m. + 3 balconies (total 20 sq.m.)
one in each direction, the apartment is immersed in green, very quiet,
2 bathrooms and a walk-in closet.
A once-in-a-lifetime apartment! NIS 4,950,000.

Lafayette Real Estate.
Sabina 054-5340130
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Puah for Fertility and
RABBI GIDEON Machon
Gynecology in Accordance with Halacha
WEITZMAN

Telling Our
Children

A

s we enter into the month of
Nissan and the weeks leading up
to Pesach, we prepare our homes
and ourselves for the Exodus from Egypt.
The central feature of the entire festival of
Pesach is the Seder night, and the central
focus of the Seder is the obligation to tell
our children the story. “And you shall tell
your children on that day, saying because
of this God did to me when I came out of
Egypt” (Shemot 13:8).
This verse is the basis for at least two
of the four sons, is mentioned four times
in the Seder, and urges us to tell the story.
But not just to tell, but to pass it on from
generation to generation. To tell our
children, the next generation, who will in
turn tell the next generation.
We could explain that the reason for

this commandment is related to the slavery
in Egypt itself. Pharaoh commanded to
kill all the boys, throwing them violently
into the Nile river. He wanted to destroy
families, to attack the deepest core of the
Jewish people; the Jewish family.
We go to great efforts to have children,
to provide for them, teach them, raise
them to be good people, and contribute to
society. They are our pride and joy and we
cannot get together without showing off
our children or grandchildren. Those who
are suffering from fertility challenges go to
even greater efforts just to bring children
into this world.
In light of this it is indicative to see the
latest report by the Brooking Institution
that showed that during the pandemic
there has been a baby bust in America as
opposed to a baby boom. Less children
have been born, falling to the lowest levels
in 35 years. In California there were 10%
fewer births and in Hawaii 30% less.
People were concerned in the past year

- ZIPORI
GUESTJerusalem)
HOUSE
*JERUSALEM
Lev Yerushalayim
(Mehadrin
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* Nes Amim
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about their future and so opted to have
less children.
And what about us?
“When they oppressed them, they
increased and spread out” (Shemot 1:12),
our belief in the better future encouraged
us to have more children, not less. During
2020 the population of Israel increased by
1.7%, of that increase 84% as a result of
births.
From Egypt until today, when we face
adversity we persevere, when standing
before difficulties we overcome, when
threatened with death we embrace life.
The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem
and helps couples from all over the world
who are experiencing fertility problems.
Offices in Jerusalem, New York, Los
Angeles & Paris. Contact (Isr) 02-651-5050
(US) 718-336-0603 www.puahonline.org

SHIUR SPONSORS
All shiurim on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, March 15th-18th are sponsored
anonymously for the speedy recovery of
Avraham Yitzhak ben Rachel Leah
by those who love you most
Tuesday, March 16 - Shira Smiles shiur was sponsored
by Bracha Sukenik in loving memory
of her father לעליו נשמת
 דניאל דב בן שלמה זאב ורודא בילא ז”לyahrzeit was 3 Nissan
Tuesday, March 16 - Rabbi Breitowitz’s shiur
was sponsored by Chana Greenblatt in loving memory
of her Mother, Hada bas Yisroel Zvi Ha Levi a”h,
yahrzeit was  כחAdar
Thursday, March 18 - Rabbi Kahn’s shiur is sponsored
by Yehudit Lipman in loving memory of her cousin
Roz bat Phyllis a”h on her first yahrzeit.
Monday, March 15 - Rebbitzen Pearl Borow’s shiur,
Sunday, March 21 - Rabbi Breitowitz’s shiur and
Tuesday, March 23 - Rabbi Goldin’s shiur are dedicated
l’zecher nishmas Our mother Achsa bas Mayer a”h,
whose yahrzeit is 9 Nisan. She was a holocaust survivor
who lived to experience her 102nd birthday.
פיה פתחה בחכמה ותורת חסד על לשונה
She was zocheh to raise generations in Torah and yiras
shamayim - by Terry and Aaron Friedman
Tuesday, March 23 - Rabbi Breitowitz’s shiur is
sponsored by Rachel Steiner in loving memory of her
dear husband Mark - מרדכי יהודה בן אפרים ז”ל
Rabbi Shmuel Goldin’s shiurim
have been sponsored by a generous donor
Rabbi Manning’s shiurim for the 2021 academic year
have been sponsored anonymously in the merit of an
aliya neshama for Matisyahu ben Yisrael z”l,
Aharon ben Menachem Lev z”l
and Eliana bat Yaakov a”h
Rabbi Kimche’s shiurim for the 2021 academic year
have been sponsored anonymously in the merit of a
refuah shelaima for Janet bat Hannah
Rabbi Taub’s weekly Parshat HaShavua Shiur
is sponsored by The Jewish Legacy Foundation
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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Real Life Rescues

Thinking Counterintuitively To Save A Life

1221

Last week, on Saturday night, just after 7:00 p.m., United Hatzalah volunteer EMT Yossi
Teshuva was sitting with his family for dinner when Yossi’s communications device began to
buzz. Two medical emergencies were occurring simultaneously in the Ma’ale Adumim area.
One being an incident of fainting , the other a stabbing incident.
Yossi did a quick calculation of the distance between him and each emergency and how many
volunteers were available to respond to either. Estimating that most of the volunteers would
rush to the stabbing incident, and that the incident of fainting was just two short blocks away,
Yossi decided to respond to the fainting incident.
Within three minutes, Yossi had arrived at the given address, and was the first person at the
scene. He found an unconscious 78-year-old woman lying on the ground. He checked her vital
signs and discovered that this was no ordinary incident of fainting, the woman had no pulse
and was demonstrating agonal breaths.
Yossi quickly attached his defibrillator and got to work, launching into full blown CPR while
requesting immediate back-up from the dispatcher. Slowly, volunteers came rushing in to join
in the fight in an effort to save the woman's life.
After seven minutes of chest compressions and assisted ventilation a mobile intensive care
ambulance arrived at scene and joined the CPR efforts. A heart monitor was attached and the
unresponsive woman was given medications in an effort to revive her. Three minutes later,
one of the paramedics at the scene announced that the woman’s pulse had returned. Even
though she was still unconscious, the woman was stable enough to be transported to the
nearest hospital.
“There is no such thing as an easy emergency,” commented
Yossi. “I say this all the time. As an EMT, you can never
be too sure what you are going to walk into when you
respond to a medical emergency. You simply can’t know
what to expect. You always have to be on your toes with
your guard up, ready for any emergency. In this instance,
I did not expect to find a woman who had just suffered a
heart attack. The alert I received described fainting, but I
have learned on this job to never assume anything. Once
I saw the woman was unconscious, I wasted no time in
providing the appropriate response. Thanks to my thinking
counter-intuitively, the woman’s life was saved that night.
This is how I have come to think as a first responder. Help
everyone who needs it, and respond to the seemingly less
urgent calls just as you would with the urgent ones, with
the same vigilance and care.”
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RESTORE QUALITY OF
LIFE TO THE ELDERLY

Support free transfers of the elderly to vaccination centers:

www.IsraelRescue.org/Project/CoronaTransfers
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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TOWARDS MEANINGFUL
REBBETZIN ZEMIRA OZAROWSKI
TEFILLA BY
Director of OU Israel L’Ayla Women’s Initiative

סמיכת גאולה
לתפילה

R

achel, mother of five and full-time
businesswoman, barely had a chance
to get herself and her five children
ready every day before stumbling on to the
bus to work. She certainly did not have time
to daven before she left the house. And so
she used her time on the bus to daven. The
problem was that when her bus arrived at
its destination, she was typically just finishing up the bracha following the Shema,
concluding with the words ברוך אתה ה’ גאל
ישראל. Her next Tefilla was meant to be the
Shemonah Esrei except that her connecting bus was due to arrive in two minutes.
If she would begin saying Shemonah Esrei,
she would most certainly miss her bus and
would be delayed an extra ten minutes. On
the other hand, she knew that ideally there
should not be an interruption between the
bracha of  גאל ישראלand the Shemonah
Esrei. What should she do? In this article we
will discuss the deeper significance of סמיכת
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( גאולה לתפילהconnecting the bracha of גאל
 ישראלand the Shemonah Esrei) which will
shed some insight into Rachel’s dilemma.
The last Tefilla we recite before reaching
the Shemonah Esrei is עזרת אבותינו. This is
the second half of the last of the Birchot
Kriyat Shema ()אמת ויציב. The main theme
of this Tefillah is Geulah (redemption). We
describe how Hashem redeemed us from
the house of slavery, killed the Egyptian
firstborn, and split the Yam Suf. We end
with the section of מי כמוך, in which we
conclude with the fitting words, ברוך אתה
 ה’ גאל ישראל- Blessed are you Hashem,
Redeemer of Israel. Immediately following
these words, we begin the Shemonah Esrei.
This follows the idea brought down in
Gemara Brachot of סמיכת גאולה לתפילה. The
Gemara discusses in a few different places
the importance of juxtaposing this bracha
of Geula right before the Shemonah Esrei
(referred to as “Tefilla”). The Gemara notes
that one who does so merits the Worldto-Come, is protected from injury, and is
looked upon very favorably.
Why is this? What could possibly be so
praiseworthy about reciting the bracha of
 גאל ישראלright before Shemonah Esrei?? It
seems very disproportionate!
One answer is brought down by
Rabbeinu Yonah. He explains that
the reason why Hashem took us out of
Mitzrayim was in order that we should
serve Him. By moving straight from a

recounting of Yetziat Mitzrayim ( )גאולהto
our expression of complete dependence
on Hashem (through our requests in the
Shemonah Esrei - )תפילה, we put Hashem’s
plan into action. Every time we think back
to Yetziat Mitzrayim and how Hashem
redeemed us, it reminds us how completely
dependent we are on Him. It also reminds
that we can trust in Him - just as He saved
us once, He will be there for everything we
need in the future. Once we put that all into
perspective, we live our lives in a different
way, ultimately making ourselves worthy
of the World to Come. According to this
approach, the concept of  סמיכת גאולה לתפילהis
not just a technical guide of how to organize
the Tefillot, but it is actually a philosophy
on life. We must always remember our
history and use it to guide our interaction
and relationship with Hashem.
Another way of looking at the need for
this juxtaposition is that by placing Geula
before the Tefilla, it makes our Tefilla more
effective.1 How so? In two ways –
The Talmud Yerushalmi (Berachot
1:1) explains that by reminding oneself of
the sense of fear and urgency felt at the
time of Yetziat Mitzrayim, one can tap into
the power of “ – ”יענך ה’ ביום צרהwe read in
Tehillim 19 that Hashem answers one’s
Tefillot when one truly feels that he is in
troubled times, when he feels that his whole
world is in shambles and His only hope is to
turn to Hashem. On the other hand, when
one davens with a sense of complacency,
that Tefilla can hardly be effective. If we
can remind ourselves of the depths of
1 See Rabbi Ezra Bick’s article on VBM
for an expansion on this topic.

despair we found ourselves in Mitzrayim
before being redeemed ()גאולה, we can try
and recapture that emotion before we
begin our requests of the Shemonah Esrei
()תפילה, and in that way, our Tefillot will be
more effective.
The second answer is found in a mashal
is the Yalkut Shimoni. Imagine a friend of
the king knocks on the king’s door. Because
he’s his friend, the king goes out of his way
to open the door so that he can help out his
friend with whatever he might need. But
when he opens the door, no one is there,
the friend has already left. His requests
are left unfulfilled. The lesson is as follows
– when we praise Hashem for all He has
done at Yetziat Mitzrayim, Hashem (so to
speak) gets into the mode and is prepared
to redeem and help us with whatever
we might need in the present. It is the
perfect time to approach Him with all of
our requests. If we stop after reciting the
“”גאולה, it is a wasted opportunity. Hashem
wants to fulfill our requests, He is waiting
to do and so the time is ripe for us to plunge
forward into our “”תפילה, the requests of
Shemonah Esrei. In this way our Tefilla will
be most effective.
In conclusion,  סמיכת גאולה לתפילהis a
special opportunity that enables us to
re-enforce our dependence and faith in
Hashem, daven with a sense of urgency,
and utilize a ripe time for effective Tefilla.
Certainly worth the extra ten minutes of
Sara’s time if she is able to spare it!

רפואה שלמה

יהודה מאיר בן יקירה
צפורה בת שרה
אפרים אברהם בן רבקה
OU ISRAEL CENTER
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G-d’s Call to Man
Parshat Vayikra opens up by saying, “The
LORD called to Moses and spoke to him
from the Tent of Meeting, saying. (Leviticus
1:1)”. We are immediately struck with the
question of why the words, “The LORD
called to Moses”, are necessary. Couldn’t
the Torah, which never wastes a single
word, just have said, “The Lord spoke to
Moses from the Tent of Meeting, saying”?
What is the significance of G-d calling to
Moshe?
Rashi famously explains that קריאה, calling,
is language of love. G-d first calls to Moshe
before speaking to him to show His love for
him.
Alternatively, the Rashbam explains that
in order for Moshe to approach the Tent
of Meeting, he first needed a call from
Hashem. Sefer Shemot had concluded by
telling us, “Moses could not enter the Tent
of Meeting, because the cloud had settled
upon it and the Presence of the LORD filled
the Tabernacle (Shmot 40:35)”. Since the
tent was shrouded in the cloud of glory,
Moshe could not approach at will. He
needed Hashem’s permission.  
If we combine the two approaches,
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we can notice that the ‘call’ expresses
two complementary dimensions of our
relationship with Hashem that sets the
theme for all of Sefer Vayikra. On the one
hand there is the loving call to come close
to Him. “Hashem is near to all who call to
him” (Tehillim 145). We feel God’s loving
call throughout all of Sefer Vayikra, through
the numerous mitzvot gifted to us. Each of
the mitzvot presents an opportunity for
getting close to Him.   
On the other hand, just as Moshe does not
approach the Tent without God calling
to him, our approach to Hashem comes
through strict adherence to His Will. The
numerous mitzvot of Sefer Vayikra, the
laws of sacrifices, tuma/tahara, Yom Kippur
etc… are all part of the “call” - the specific
instruction for how to come close to him.
May we all merit to feel the loving call of
God through the mitzvot He has given us
and come close to Him through adhering
to His laws.

Zahavia Schudy
11th Grade,
Jerusalem
The Small Aleph
Parshat Vayikra starts out with the word
״ויקרא״, but the alef is not a regular alef it’s a
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SINCE LAST PASSOVER, ONE IDF SOLDIER WAS KILLED IN THE LINE OF
DUTY PROTECTING THE LAND & PEOPLE OF ISRAEL:

AMIT BEN YIGAL HY”D
AT YOUR PASSOVER SEDER,
LEAVE AN EMPTY SEAT
IN MEMORY OF AMIT.

GET THE NEW
ISRAEL BIBLE IDF
PASSOVER HAGGADAH
DEDICATED IN MEMORY OF
AMIT BEN YIGAL
Through a new translation, inspiring
commentary and stunning photos of the
IDF, The Israel Bible Passover Haggadah
recounts the miraculous redemption of the
Jewish people from slavery in Egypt to their
deliverance into the Land of Israel. This special
Haggadah brings to life the dangers of anti-Semitism,
the heroism of the IDF and the incredible fulfilment of Biblical
prophecy in our own generation.

Proceeds from The Israel Bible Passover Haggadah will go to the
Israel365 Lone Soldier Center.

“

Amit, meaning friend, was a truly popular and loyal comrade and friend to
those he served with in the IDF. Amit was particularly inspired by Passover, and
this Passover Haggadah is indeed a fitting tribute to him.”
President Reuven Rivlin
Introduction by Baruch ben Yigal
By Rabbi Tuly Weisz

FREE HOME DELIVERY, VISIT THEISRAELBIBLE.COM/PASSOVER

